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Abstract

This study aims to use modern Data Mining techniques to analyze admission data of Sudanese universities. The current methodology contains two data warehouse structures; a star and a snowflake. A star data warehouse structure was used to develop several Association Rules Mining models. The snowflake data warehouse structure was used to create a smart user interface based on OLAP (On Line Analytical Processing) technique as the first system for OLAP in Sudan. However the Association Rules Mining technique is often used in the business intelligence field, and has limited applications in other fields. We could apply it in higher education field(s) to investigate relationships between attributes, if we developed several Association Rules Mining models. To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of data analysis tasks, the accuracy of those mining models was compared. Through our developed user interface based on OLAP system, end users could easily find the answer of their queries in seconds about data regards to different dimensions. Through this study we supported that Data Mining techniques have huge potential benefits in terms of multidimensional analysis and can help to solve Sudan’s education need for skilled analysts. We could discover some hidden patterns what have been done and what is the result is not clear. Moreover, we could solve our typical research questions, such as: What percent of faculty choices do students usually choose on the application form? Is there a need for all these number of faculty choices offered to students on their application forms? Are there any associations between the variation of students’ faculty preferences and students’ geographical locations, in residential provinces?
المستخلص

هذه الدراسة تهدف إلى استخدام تقنيات تقنيات البيانات الحديثة في تحليل بيانات القبول للجامعات السودانية. الطريقة المستخدمة تحتوي على نوعين من مستويات البيانات: نجمي ونقطات التلجر. مستودع البيانات النجمي قد استخدم في تطوير عدد من نماذج تقنيات قواعد الارتباط. مستودع البيانات نفاد التلجر استخدم في انشاء واجهة مستخدم ذكية بناءً على تقنية المعالجة التحليلية المباشرة كأول نظام للمعالجة التحليلية المباشرة في السودان. بالرغم من أن تقنية تقنيات قواعد الارتباط غالباً تستخدم في مجال ادارة الأعمال الذكية، وله تطبيقات محدودة في المجالات الأخرى. فقد استطعنا تطبيقه في مجال التعليم العالي لدراسة العلاقات بين الصفات، عندما طورنا عدد من نماذج تقنيات قواعد الارتباط. لتحسن كفاءة وفاعليته في مجال تحليل البيانات، فقد قورنت دقة تلك النماذج. من خلال تطويرنا لواجة المستخدم بناءً على نظام المعالجة التحليلية المباشرة فقد تمكنا المستخدمين بسهولة من ايجاد اجابة لأسئلتهم في ثواني عن البيانات في مختلف الأبعاد. من خلال هذه الدراسة فقد أكدنا أن تقنيات تقنيات البيانات لها فوائد عظمى في مفاهيم التحليل متعدد الأبعاد ويمكنها أن تساعد في حل مشاكل تعليم السودان والتي تحتاج إلى مهارات مهنية. فقد استطعنا اكتشاف بعض الأنماط الخفية والتي يمكن أن تكون غنية بالمعلومات وفي غاية الأهمية. أكثر من ذلك فقد استطعنا أن نجيب على أسئلة البحث التي وضعتناها مثلًا: ما هي نسبة الكليات التي يختارها الطلاب عادةً في استمرارية التقدم؟ هل هناك حاجة لكل هذا العدد من رغبات الكليات المتاحة للطلاب في استمرارية التقدم؟ هل هناك أي ارتباطات بين تباين الكليات المرغوبة للطلاب والمقاييس الجغرافية للاقليم الذي يقيمون فيها؟
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Chapter 5
Chapter 1
Introduction

Data mining is a powerful new analysis tool with great potential in the information system world and database analysis methods. It can be best defined as the task of discovering meaningful knowledge from large amounts of data. This task of discovering or extracting knowledge from large amounts of data cannot be considered an easy process. In some sources authors described it as gold mining - a process by which one must analyze data deeply to extract the valuable knowledge in its content. Accordingly, others suggested that Data mining should have been more appropriately named “knowledge mining rather than Data mining”.

In comparison to other data analysis methods, Data mining is making great potential changes in the world of data analysis methods. With respect to the amount of data that must be analyzed, some data analysis methods such as ordinary statistics, usually deal with less data than Data mining analysis methods; thus, Data mining techniques can analyze a large amount of data sets. If we compare the type of data in each method, we find that other methods are suited for static, categorical and structured data types. However, Data mining methods are suited for static, dynamic, real, and multi-variant data. On the other hand, Data mining methods deal with historical or pre-existing data which is completely different from data generated by other methods. In addition, those traditional analysis methods require complex queries in order to find the best answers for decision makers. The clear different between Data mining methods and the other data analysis methods such as statistics, is that Data mining methods often follow intelligent methods in order to learn a system. This means that efficiency and scalability of algorithms are very important in Data mining methods.
From all of these comparisons, we can conclude that Data mining techniques can be considered an accumulation of other data analysis methods.

The Data mining science supports many valued techniques such as Classification, Clustering, Association Rules Mining, etc. Each technique could be convenient according to the mining problem. For example, association rule mining technique is designed specifically for association analysis. This technique is typically used for shopping basket analysis, where one can analyze the association between items. For example, if there are two items X and Y, the Association Rules Technique aims to find patterns of the form X→Y, with the intuitive meaning “baskets that contain X tend to contain Y”.

Since the core of the Association Rules is finding relations among items occurring together within the same transaction, it is applied in many business intelligence applications. In contrast, other techniques have been used in different other applications. For instance, the Classification technique has been used largely in the education field to determine whether the student will pass or fail.

Based on the kind of knowledge to be mined, Data mining techniques are divided into two categories: a descriptive Data mining technique; which performs descriptions on the general properties of the data in the database, and predictive Data mining technique, which performs inference on the current data in order to make predictions (Han, Kamber 2006). In view of that, the association rule can be considered as one of the Data mining techniques is regard as a descriptive technique; while others such as Classification technique is regard as a predictive technique.

Nowadays, Data mining techniques are applied in many application domains such as medicine, engineering, science, business, and education. However, the applications of Data mining techniques are still limited in different domains.
Currently in Sudan, the education area is an attractive area for research; the number of Sudanese universities was limited several years ago. Most of the universities were concentrated in Khartoum state only, despite the large number of students who were waiting to get a chance to enroll in one of the higher education institutes. This produced a high level of competition because there were a limited number of available seats for each college. The higher education policies in Sudan worked on increasing the number of universities more and more in the last 20 years. For example, in 2005 the total number of college choices was 1457, but this number increased drastically to 1619 in 2009. On one hand, this increase has helped students in getting more opportunities to enroll in Sudanese universities while also reducing the level of competition. However, it produced a large number of options for colleges to which student could apply. On the other hand, that increase has provided us with a huge number of students’ datasets which we need to manage and analyze scientifically by using appropriate and modern analysis methods.

Undoubtedly, the educational sector has a great affection by the political instability. The unstable political situation may have forced some students to move from one state to another and discontinue their studies. That occurred, for example, when the southern region of Sudan was separated from the north in 2011. As a result, three universities were moved from the north of Sudan to the south of Sudan. In addition, some cities that fall in areas close to the geographical boundaries between the two countries are becoming major sources of conflict.

Unstable political situations often provide us with changeable students’ data that require an effective analysis method to handle. Accordingly, Data mining techniques have been proposed as suitable and modern analysis methods to meet those needs.
Indeed, a qualified analysis based on optimized scientific methods helps higher education institutes to make the right decisions toward enhancing their educational strategies. The educational strategies may include increasing/decreasing the number of universities in a certain state relative to another, increasing a student’s promotion rate, increasing a student’s retention rate, or decreasing a student’s drop-out rate, etc.

In this study the association rule mining technique has been applied in the field of education. It has been applied to a dataset that had been collected from the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research in Sudan. These collected data cover the records of students who applied to the Sudanese universities and were admitted into them within the period 2005-2009.

To discover knowledge, we will follow two methodologies: analyzing the collected database using OLAP technique, and applying the association rule mining algorithm to find valued associations.

1.1 Research Problem

Every year a large number of students apply to Sudanese universities, and accordingly, a huge number of application forms are printed to be available for students. Each application form contains about 45 choices of student’s interest. The processing of applications is extremely costly and much effort is required in the data entry processing. The field of business intelligence often tries to make right decisions that could be successful in finding some ways in order to reduce the cost, time, and effort. To that end, and in our case of mining the educational database, it should be useful to answer some questions such as: Is there need for all these number of choices? How many choices qualify a student to be admitted to his/her preferred college? Are there any relationships between students’ demographic
information such as their higher schools, states, and their strategies for applying to Sudanese universities? What percent of choices do students usually fill in the application form in regard to the variation in residential regions? This research intends to benefit from the Data mining technology as much as possible.

Since the data analysis processing using the traditional methods needs to apply complex queries and takes more time, Data mining experts have provided us with a great technology for easy data analysis; this technique is the On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technique. With this technique, we can perform many operations such as roll up, dill down, slice, and dice. These OLAP operations, in many cases, have proven to provide excellent solutions of getting fast, smart, and easy methods to analyze data. Furthermore, they have helped decision makers to accomplish respected outcomes on the way of obtaining the right decision.

In addition to benefiting from advantages of the OLAP operations, this research targets to develop mining models based on the OLAP Mining (OLAM) means.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this study are to:

- Develop an OLAP system smartly enabling the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research analysts to analyze students’ data based on the application and admission processes.
- Evaluate and analyze the dominant factors that affect students’ college preferences using the Association Rules Mining technique.
1.3 Scope

- The investigated time period:
  These data represents records of students who had applied and were admitted in the higher education institutes within the period (2005 – 2009).

- The investigated institute(s): The dataset of this study has been obtained as a secondary data source from the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research in Sudan, specifically, from the Department of General Directorate for Admissions, Certificates’ Authentication and Accreditation.

1.4 Research Questions

- Do students need for 45 faculties choices to choose?
- Do students from a certain state prefer certain colleges based on their gender, education type, and other students’ categories?
- Are certain colleges such as medicine and engineering still more attractive for the most students?
- Is there any analytical significance for the students who were born and grew up in the different states with their success in high school, and their college preference?
- To what extent will this proposed system help decision makers in higher education institutions to make their decisions based on information obtained from it?
1.5 Organization of the Research

This research is organized into five chapters. In Chapter 2 a review of relevant background literature is discussed which provides the actual seeds of the research. In Chapter 3, hard efforts of data preprocessing are documented. This chapter explains how we cleaned, integrated, transformed the collected data, and formation of data to suit the research objective is performed. In chapter 4, the methods used for the research is elaborated including description of the collected data, illustrating the bases of the proposed data warehouse structure, designing of OLAP structure, programming OLAP, and creating a number of OLAM models. Chapter 5 analyzes and discusses the results and performance of the models described in Chapter 4 for OLAP and OLAM followed by a summary and conclusion for the research.
Chapter 2

Literature survey

Nowadays, database analysis techniques have attracted a great deal of attention in the information world, due to the need for analysis in diverse fields like industry, agriculture, medicine, physics, biology, chemistry, and environmental science to name a few. This analysis has proved to be very essential to the recent events that changed the world like analyzing the last global climate changes, and the financial crisis of September 2008. Because of events such as these, analysts are encouraged to increase their efforts to improve the database analysis techniques.

The traditional database analysis techniques with probability statements, such as statistics, are limited and do not often meet the wide availability of huge amounts of data. There is an imminent need to analyze such data and turn it into useful information. Moreover, these traditional database analysis techniques, though theoretically sound, oversimplify results based on summary statistics; such as means or variances, rather than on individual uniqueness. Furthermore, the traditional database analysis techniques provide users with aggregated results about data, but they cannot find the relationships between items.

A database analysis technique, Data mining, effectively participated in solving such problems in which there is a shortage or limitation of traditional database analysis techniques. If we compare Data mining with other techniques, and for example, in contrast to the use of traditional statistics; Data mining uses a wide range of real databases, terabytes in contrast with megabytes in statistics. Another advantage of the Data mining technique is that it integrates other techniques from
other disciplines such as database and data warehouse, statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition, and neural networks.

In this chapter we discuss the following topics: a brief introduction to Data mining technique in section 2.1. Data preprocessing is one of data mining process steps, in section 2.2 we discuss some concepts that could be related to it. We introduce some concepts about data warehouse and OLAP in section 2.3. How to create a data cube is the topic of 2.4. In section 2.5 we discuss some issues related to Association Rules Mining Technique such as: computing support and confidence count of association rule, Classification technique, Integrating Association Rules Mining Technique with other data mining techniques, Integrating Association Rules Mining Technique with OLAP technique in the term of (OLAM), and Association rule mining applications. In section 2.6 we discuss Data mining applications in the higher education domain and in developing systems. An analysis of the presented literature survey is the topic of section 2.7.

2.1 Introduction to Data mining technique

Data mining has been defined in many expressions. In the popular book [Han, Kamber 2006] the authors defined it as a process of extracting knowledge from large amounts of data. In the way of defining a Data mining as a process of discovering hidden patterns in a large database, the author [Luan 2002] went deeply into describing it as a method for delineating systemic relations between items when there is no a priori knowledge about the nature of those relations.

The noted progress of data collection tools and storage media in the last few years has provided analysts with a huge number of database and information repositories; hence data miners have been able to dig deeper into the data to
discover potential knowledge, and then identify underlying relationships and features in data and generate models for better prediction.

Data mining technique is that it integrates other techniques from other disciplines such as database and data warehouse, statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition, and neural networks. The term Data mining tools includes a number of analytical techniques that are used to extract useful patterns or meaningful knowledge from large datasets. Classification, Clustering, Association Rules Mining are examples of these Data mining techniques [Han, Kamber 2006]. According to [Han, Kamber 2006], Architecture of a typical data mining system is shown in figure 2.1.

Fig.2.1: Architecture of a typical data mining system
2.2 Data Preprocessing

Referring to [Han, Kamber 2006], the knowledge discovery process is done through the following steps: data preprocessing, data warehouse, Data mining, pattern evaluation, and knowledge discovery presentation. Accordingly, data preprocessing is an important step in the knowledge discovery process as shown in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2: Data preprocessing as a step in the process of knowledge discovery.](image)

[Han, Kamber 2006] stated a number of data preprocessing techniques such as: Data cleaning techniques which can be applied to eliminate noise and inconsistencies in the data, merging data from multiple sources into a unified data store, such as a data warehouse, and they suggested the data integration techniques. To applying some operations such as normalization, that may improve the
accuracy and efficiency of mining algorithms involving distance measurements, they presented some data transformations techniques. Moreover, they discussed data reduction techniques which can be used to reduce the data size by aggregating, Clustering, or eliminating redundant features, for instance. The data reduction technique must be used very carefully in order to obtain reduced representation in the data volume but produces the same or similar analytical results. Likewise, [Han, Kamber 2006] introduced data discretization technique as a part of data reduction but with particular meaning, especially for numerical data.

Note that, the above techniques are not mutually exclusive; they may work together. For example, the removal of redundant data may be seen as a form of data cleaning, as well as data reduction at the same time.

2.3 Data warehouse and OLAP

Due to the availability of different kinds of information and data storage repositories, according to [Ponniah 2010], many organizations thought to collect all data from multiple heterogeneous data sources into a single storage repository. To do so, they had to build a data warehouse system in the 1990’s, in order to achieve competitive advantages in facilitating the decision making process. By using data warehouse systems, users were able to integrate and store data in a unified schema from heterogeneous data sources such as Excel and Access databases. A data warehouse storage repository often contains cleaned and integrated data, additionally; one of the significant advantages of the data warehouse is its own structures that differ from the traditional database structures. The traditional database structures habitually generalize and consolidate data into two dimensions in contrast with multidimensional structure as in a data warehouse storage repository.
According to the sources [Ponniah 2010; Han, Kamber 2006; Rob, Ellis 2007], a data warehouse stores data in the following two table formats: dimensions and facts tables. Dimensions are entities with related to which users want to store their records. For instance, an education institute may create an admission data warehouse in order to keep records of students’ admission using dimensions scores, admission year, location, and higher school. While the term dimension means a concept of distributing all data according to the users need, the term dimension table describes the dimension attributes. For example, a dimension table for location may contain the following attributes: city, state, and country. The attributes of a dimension table are often used to categorize or summarize facts. In the multidimensional data model all dimension tables are organized around a central representation which is called a fact table. The fact table is a table that measures numerical facts about its related dimension tables. Each dimension table has a key to ally with a fact table; thus the fact attributes are nothing more than measures and dimension tables keys. For example, a fact table for admission data warehouse could include: student’s scores average as a measure, keys of dimensions scores, admission year, location, and higher school.

Generally, according to source, [Han, Kamber, 2006], there are three Data Warehouse models: Star schema, where a fact table in the middle connected to a set of dimension tables through a direct relationship form; Snowflake schema, where another dimension tables can be related to a fact table through an indirect relationship form; and Fact constellations sighted as a collection of stars, where multiple fact tables share dimension tables.

Storing data in a multidimensional structure has had a valuable effect in the database analysis area. It has provided analysts with on-line analytical processing (OLAP), remarkable analysis technique, that is, [Han, Kamber 2006; Jadav, Panchal 2012]. This technique is fashioned on a multidimensional structure of a
**data warehouse**; data can be analyzed with some functions such as summarization, aggregation, and consolidation as well as the ability to view information along different dimensions. Each dimension in the multidimensional model can have a multiple level of abstraction defined by concept hierarchies. Based on the concept hierarchies, OLAP technique in the multidimensional model has eminent operations: roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice, and pivot. For example, if we consider a hierarchy of a *college* dimension, we define it as a total order “department < faculty < university”, Roll-up operation. Users can aggregate the college dimension with respect to its hierarchy by ascending the *college* hierarchy from the level of department to the level of university. The Drill-down operation is the inverse of Roll-up operation in which users can aggregate the college dimension with respect to its hierarchy by descending the *college* hierarchy, from the level of university to the level of department. All tools of data warehouse and OLAP are based on a multidimensional data model. By using this model we can view data in a form of a data cube. Therefore, with a data cube, data can be modeled and viewed in multiple dimensions and facts, as well as with multiple levels of abstraction.

Comparing data mining and OLAP with traditional statistics in the context of analysis methods was the topic of many researches. In general and although theoretically sound, most of these researches concur that traditional statistics with probability statements are limited and, at times, generalizing. Moreover, most analysis results draw conclusions based on summary statistics, such as means or modes, rather than on individual exclusiveness. In contrast, applying OLAP operations, such as: slicing, dicing, drilling down, and rolling up, enabled the user to systematically explore the knowledge space to find out useful knowledge for analysis purposes. Authors, (Han, Kamber 2006), distinguished between the (OLAP) technique and the traditional statistical methods from the respect of their
applications; they agreed that (OLAP) technique has been targeted for business applications; whereas, the statistical methods has been targeted for socioeconomic applications. Then, what about using the (OLAP) technique in the education domain?

The source, (Han, Kamber 2006), also discussed the differences between On- Line – Transaction- Processing (OLTP) and OLAP, and they predicted that these differences will be decreased. [Rob, Ellis 2007] developed a case project that clearly described how to convert OLTP to OLAP for data mining purposes

2.4 Creating a data cube

Creating an efficient data cube is predominant operation in the analysis process. [Rob, Ellis 2007] presented a great work in this area; their objective was to provide students with both the theoretical knowledge as well as practical experience with data warehousing tools and techniques. [Rob, Ellis 2007] applied a number of methods such as: developing a graduate course on data warehousing and Data mining, description of a particular case project that detailed some data preprocessing techniques, and describing the process of development of a data cube as well as application of OLAP tools.

Based on the used OLTP System, the authors, [Rob, Ellis 2007] discussed the disadvantages of that system, and justified the need for developing a data warehouse as a solution. In the discussion of the disadvantages of the used OLTP System, they stated the following points: The OLTP system is painfully impractical when it comes to strategic decision support. The types of information that are requested from management must be dealt with individually by the information technology (IT) staff. Data aggregations are programmed into reports, but any comparisons across time or products must be a manual task. The capability
of storing data of the OLTP system is typically limited to only 2 years, although the company generated computerized data for over 20 years.

In order to handle all these disadvantages of the OLTP System, the authors proposed to develop a data warehouse. Developing a data warehouse was a suitable solution, because it provided: a central repository for historical data; an integrated stage for historical analysis of sales data; and users could apply the operations of (OLAP) techniques by themselves. Therefore, they explained how to convert data from (OLTP) system to OLAP system after developing a data warehouse structure. Through developing their data warehouse structure, first they have designed the dimension tables, their hierarchies, and the facts, after that, [Rob, Ellis 2007] chose a star schema for designing a data warehouse structure. The STAR schema was chosen because the dimension tables were not normalized and the size of these dimensions was not too large, The STAR schema was also chosen as it provides an intuitive design that is easily understood by users. The star schema has been used as a base for an OLAP cube that was used to implement the database. The database implementation includes: dimension implementation and fact implementation.

Following the implementation of dimension and fact tables, Cube and OLAP implementations are shown in Figure 2.3.
While [Rob, Ellis 2007] described detailed steps for creating a data cube, [Ivanova, Rachev 2004] depicted a new approach for creating a data cube that approach allows users to view aggregated data through multiple viewpoints. From a conceptual view, the authors described the components of the cube as a base cuboid surrounded by a collection of sub-cubes. These sub-cubes are used to compute aggregation of the base cuboid across one or more dimensions.

Some or all of the available cuboids are often required for multi-dimensional analysis. In order to sort the raw data set that produces the required cuboids, the aggregated data has been viewed based on two basic methods for computing a group-by: sort-based and hash-based. On the other hand, the aggregated data has been viewed by presenting the concept of Dynamic Data Cube (DDC). DDC was suited to dynamic growth of the cube which gracefully expands the data cube in any direction. One of the important advantages of this method is that it provides a more effective and proficient performance when handling clustered data.

Fig. 2.3: Cube implementation in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services
One of the multiple viewpoints of aggregated data in this research was the conceptual model of data cube classes. The concept of cube classes has been used to describe initial user requirements as the starting point for one of the data-analysis stages. These cube classes basically consists of multiple areas. Namely these areas are:

1. head area, which contains the cube’s class name;
2. measures area, which contains the measures to be analyzed;
3. slice area, which contains the constraints to be satisfied;
4. dice area, which contains the dimensions and their grouping conditions to address the analysis;
5. cube operations, which cover the OLAP operations for a further data-analysis stage.

Throughout this portion of the research, the authors concluded that conceptual models of data cubes were very interesting areas, especially when they are used for constructing and using resource information extracted from data cubes. Moreover, they stated two different levels of OLAP tools which were used in order to implement a multidimensional model: Structural and Dynamic. The Structural level refers to structures that form the database schema and the metadata that provides the model’s key semantics (i.e. facts, measures, dimensions). The Dynamic level refers to OLAP operations and the definition of final user requirements.

Finally, [Ivanova, Rachev 2004] set some challenged tasks for future work. For example, in the direction of dynamic data cube (DDC), they recommended that researchers develop methods of reducing the space requirements of the dynamic data cube from the full data cube size by deleting unnecessary data. Furthermore, they recommended that more discussion about the DDC properties occurs which
enables more powerful management of the memory space, as well as empty regions of the cube.

The authors recommended develop an appropriate class definition for data cube of the Dynamic level as one of the levels of OLAP tools used to implement a multidimensional model and to add extra properties in class for advance analyzing.

Clearly, the Data mining technique has outperformed the traditional data analysis techniques. It has presented the innovative data warehouse structure, which extracts data from multiple data sources and stores them in a unified storage repository with multidimensional structure as mentioned previously [Rob, Ellis 2007]. OLAP from the perspective of the data warehouse has been viewed. OLAP often receives cleaned, integrated, and transformed data from the data warehouse, and does some calculated operations such as, aggregation, consolidation, and summarization. The multidimensional structure of the data warehouse enables OLAP to perform its calculated operations along different dimensions, and then view its calculated operations with multiple level of abstraction using a data cube. Therefore, the data cube in the OLAP area is also classified as the multi-dimensional database.

2.5 Association Rules Mining Technique

The Association Rules Mining Technique is one of data mining techniques. In fact, each of data mining techniques has its own purpose. While some techniques are used for description; other techniques are used for the purposes of prediction. For instance, Association Rules Mining is classified as one of the Data mining techniques that are used for description purposes. Many researchers have discussed this technique from different concerns: its main task, definition, measures, applications, and its integrations with other Data mining techniques.
In the view of main task of Association Rules Mining technique, several authors stated that, main task of an association rule is to find correlations between items with finding patterns of the form $X \rightarrow Y$, with the intuitive meaning “baskets that contain item $X$ tend to contain item $Y$”. [Lui et al. 2006; Han, Kamber 2006; Hristovskia et al. 2001].

Considering the concept of market basket analysis, $X$ and $Y$ are individual products in the basket which are called *items*. The term set of items is more commonly used as *itemset* in Data mining research literature [Han, Kamber 2006]. An itemset that contains $k$ items is a $k$-itemset. The set {containing PC, Printer} is a 2-itemset, and the set {with PC, Printer, and Scanner} is a 3-itemset.

In this context transaction concept has been defined. [Huang et al. 2007] referred the term *Transaction* to a basket which corresponds to a single visit of a customer to a store. Thus, the core of the association rule is finding relations among items occurring together within the same transaction. As [Han, Kamber 2006] believed, the occurrence frequency of an item is the number of transactions that contain the itemset. This is also known as the *frequency*, *support count*, or *count* of an itemset.

As [Lui et al. 2006; Han, Kamber 2006; Hristovskia et al. 2001] defined Association Rules Mining technique based on its main task, authors [Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005; Allard, et al. 2010; Jiang, Gruenwald 2006; Jiang, Gruenwald 2006] followed a mathematical way for defining Association Rules Mining technique; they affirmed that, Association Rules Mining technique is typically an implication rule, and to form it, Let $I= \{I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_m\}$ be a set of items. Let $D$ be a set of database transactions where each transaction $T$ is a set of items such that $T \subseteq I$. Each transaction is associated with the identifier TID. Let $X$ is a set of items. A
transaction $T$ is said to contain $X$ if and only if $X \subseteq T$. An association rule is an implication rule that takes the form:

$$X \rightarrow Y [s,c] \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (1)$$

Where, $X \subseteq I$, $Y \subseteq I$, and $X \cap Y = \emptyset$, rule $support = s$, and $confidence = c$ are two measurement parameters of rule interestingness. According to [Han, Kamber 2006; Ben Messaoud et al. 2006], the $support$ parameter reflects the usefulness of discovered rules, whereas the $confidence$ parameter reflects the certainty of discovered rules.

The expression $X \cap Y = \emptyset$ indicates that $X$ and $Y$ are disjoint items. From that expression, we can conclude the fact that the association rule mining algorithms suppose that the items that are given as inputs to the algorithms are disjoints. Now, what is the nature of relationship between transactions? Based on the answer to this question, association rules have been divided into two types based on the nature of relationship between transactions and their itemsets: intra-transaction association rules and inter-association rules [cited in Huang et al. 2007]. The term intra-transaction association rules is used when association rule mining algorithms are based on a finite set of disjoint transactions, and the rule associates itemsets across the same transaction. In contrast, the term inter-transaction association rules are used when the rule associates itemsets across different transactions records.

Since the general form of an association rule is:
\[ X \rightarrow Y \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

For more clarity, we can express it with the form:

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{Visits}(X, \text{“Sudan”}) \rightarrow \text{Meets}(X, \text{“very kind people”}) \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where \( X \) is a variable representing a tourist, and \( \text{Visits} \) and \( \text{Meets} \) are predicates. The left hand side of the rule \(-\text{Visits}(X, \text{“Sudan”})\) is called the rule antecedent, whereas, the right hand side of the rule \(-\text{Meets}(X, \text{“very kind people”})\) is called the rule consequent. Each distinct predicate in rule (3) has been referred to as attribute or dimension; for example, the predicates \( \text{Visits} \) and \( \text{Meets} \) are considered dimensions of the rule.

Based on the number of data dimensions involved in the rule, [Han, Kamber 2006] divided association rule mining into two types: a single – dimensional association rule or intra-dimensional association rule and multidimensional association rule.

A single – dimensional association rule or intra-dimensional refers to an association rule that contains only one dimension or a single distinct predicate and it takes the following form where \( X \) is a variable representing a tourist:

\[ \text{Visits}(X, \text{“Sudan”}) \rightarrow \text{Visits}(X, \text{“Omdurman”}) \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

As we have seen in the association rule (4) there is only one dimension (visits) with multiple occurrences which occurs twice within the rule. Such rules are commonly mined from transactional data. However, a multidimensional association rule refers to an association rule that contains more than one dimensions and it takes the form:
Visits(X, “Sudan”) \land \text{interested in} (X, “History”) \rightarrow \text{Visits}(X, “Omdurman”) \ldots (5)

Regarding to the association rule in (5), there is more than one dimension (Visits, interested in) that can be noted. This rule relates what a tourist visits as well as the tourist’s interest. Here additional information regarding the tourist, who visits Sudan, such as tourist’s interest, tourist’s nationality, may also be considered.

A k-predicate set is a set containing k conjunctive predicates. For instance, a set of predicates \{Visits, interested in\} from rule (5) is a 2-predicate set. Furthermore, Rule (5) contains multiple occurrences of some predicates such as (visits). In this case we can say rule (5) has repeated predicates and such rules are called hybrid- dimensional association rules. In contrast, multidimensional association rules with no repeated predicates are called inter-dimensional association rules.

Alternatively, a multidimensional data model is a base of data warehouse and OLAP. This model views data in a form of a data cube. By using a data cube we can model and view data in multiple dimensions. So the data cube can be defined by dimensions or attributes. Data cubes are n-dimensional such as 2-dimensional cube, 3-dimensional cube… n-dimensional cube.

Although multidimensional association rules methods have added a potential knowledge in Data mining applications, but its mining quality was a challenging issue that exhibited in many sources. To deal with this topic [Li et al. 2006] presented a multi-tier granule mining approach and provided a foundational framework that was used to represent multidimensional association rules. Through that approach, they divided attributes into some tiers and then compressed the large
multidimensional database into granules at each tier. In order to illustrate associations between these tiers, they built association mappings.

Based on the types of the handled values in the rule, [Han, Kamber 2006] categorized association rule technique into two categories: a Boolean association rule and quantitative association rule. A Boolean association rule involves association between the presence and absence of items. When a rule describes associations between quantitative items, then it is called a quantitative association rule. Some researchers’ work has been performed based on using Boolean (qualitative) data. Other work has been done based on using quantitative data, and other work has been done based on mixed data (quantitative and qualitative). [Lui et al. 2006].

As many researchers meant to discuss the association rules technique through a conceptual view, others meant to discuss it through a technical view. For instance, authors [Han, Kamber 2006; Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005; Qaddoum 2009] have emphasized that association rule mining can be viewed as a two-step process: First, finding all frequent itemsets; second, generating strong association rules from the frequent itemsets. For the first step, [Han, Kamber 2006] defined principally Frequent items as patterns (such as subsequences, a set of items, or substructures) that appear in a data set frequently. They stated that, an itemset such as a computer device, antivirus software, and printer that appears frequently together on a transaction data set is called a frequent itemset. Moreover, an item \( I \) is considered a frequent itemset if its relative support satisfies a pre-specified minimum support threshold. At this stage, the order of appearance of each item is ignored, and basically, users do not care about determining whether the computer device or the antivirus software item appears first. They only care about their appearance together in each transaction. In other cases, ordering of items may be
important, for such cases [Han, Kamber 2006] introduced a concept called sequential patterns; this type of frequent patterns is use when items occur in a sequence form. In this type users often care about the order or sequence of items; for example subsequence patterns, such as buying first a PC, followed by a digital camera, and then a memory card. A frequent occurring of subsequence patterns is called frequent subsequence patterns.

[Han, Kamber 2006] introduced the concept of a substructure pattern; this pattern refers to different structure forms, such as, graphs, trees, or lattices. These forms can be combined with itemsets or subsequences. It is called a frequent substructure pattern if a substructure occurs frequently.

Often Frequent items are used as elements in further analysis. [Han, Kamber 2006] proposed the concept of frequent itemset mining which is used to discover association among items in large transactional or relational data sets. Discovery of interesting relationships among large data sets could be beneficial for many sectors. In the business sector, managers can benefit from the discovery of interesting correlating relationships in many business decision-making processes from catalog design and cross-marketing to customer shopping behavior analysis. However, a major challenge in mining frequent itemsets from a large data set is that such mining techniques often generate a huge number of itemsets satisfying the minimum support (min-Sup) threshold specifically when min-Sup takes a low value. Also when an itemset is frequent, each of its subsets is frequent as well. To solve this problem, the concepts of closed frequent itemset and maximal frequent itemset have been introduced [Han, Kamber 2006].

When we think of representing all the above types of frequent patterns in the form of association rules we don’t care about the differences between them, and we use the same association rule form. [Han, Kamber 2006] considered the
Boolean variable concept to represent each item in the basket when dealing with the Market Basket Analysis. They supposed that if we think of the universe as the set of items available at the store, then each item has a Boolean variable representing the presence or absence of that item. Each basket can then be represented by a Boolean vector of values assigned to these variables. The Boolean vectors can be analyzed for buying patterns that reflect items that are frequently associated or purchased together. They concluded that these patterns can be represented in the form of association rules; as shown in the following example:

\[
\text{Computer} \rightarrow \text{Printer} \ [\text{support} = 2\%, \ \text{confidence} = 60\%] \ldots \ (6)
\]

It expressed that customers who purchased computers also tend to buy printers at the same time.

Actually, many researchers have benefited greatly from the concept of market basket analysis when they applied association rule mining techniques in their developed applications. [Huang et al. 2007; Hristovskia et al. 2001]

An association rule has the potential to generate millions of patterns or rules. However, not all the generated rules are interesting. Some of them may be trivial, whereas others may be interesting rules. Indeed, we think of keeping the interesting rules and dropping the trivial ones. However, before we think about how to drop the trivial ones, we should know how to distinguish between them, i.e. to decide which ones should be dropped and which ones should be kept. [Han, Kamber 2006; Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005; Huang et al. 2007] described the interesting patterns that are easily understood by humans. These patterns indicate a high level of validation with some degree of certainty and are useful and novel.
Towards this direction, support and confidence are used in association rule to measure its interestingness and then to drop the trivial rules.

Considering the association rule in rule 1:

$$X \rightarrow Y [s,c] \ldots \ldots \ldots (1)$$

Where, $$X \subseteq I, Y \subseteq I, \text{ and } X \cap Y = \Phi$$

And consistent with [Han, Kamber 2006; Jadav, Panchal 2012], the support is denoted by (s) and confidence is denoted by (c). These are two parameters used to measure the association rule. They are usually associated with each discovered rule to measure its interestingness. Typically, we consider association rule to be interesting if its support and confidence satisfies both a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold. Fortunately, such a threshold can be set by users or domain experts. For a dataset D, the support S represents the percentage of transactions from a transaction database that the given rule satisfies. This is taken to be the probability, $$P(X \cup Y)$$; where $$X \cup Y$$ indicates that a transaction contains both items X and Y. We can express support S by the union of itemsets X and Y.

The itemset support with the form $$P(X \cup Y)$$ is sometimes referred to as relative support; whereas the occurrence frequency is called absolute support. The relative support of an itemset was defined by [Han, Kamber 2006] as shown in rule 7:

$$\text{Support} (X \rightarrow Y) = P(X \cup Y) \ldots \ldots \ldots (7)$$
The confidence $c$ in the transactions in dataset $D$ is the percentage of transactions in $D$ containing $X$ that also contain $Y$. This is taken to be conditional probability, $P(Y|X)$.

$$\text{Confidence } (X \rightarrow Y) = P(Y|X) \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \quad (8)$$

The conditional probability $P(Y|X)$ according to Bayes theory takes the form:

$$P(Y|X) = \frac{P(X \cup Y)}{P(X)} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \quad (9)$$

But as we have seen in (7) $P(X \cup Y)$ represents the support of the itemset $I$. Therefore, we can express confidence as follows:

$$\text{Confidence } (X \rightarrow Y) = P(Y|X) = \frac{\text{support } (X \cup Y)}{\text{support } (X)} = \frac{\text{support count } (X \cup Y)}{\text{support count } (X)} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \quad (10)$$

Support count of an itemset mentioned in equation (10) represents the occurrence frequency of that itemset in all transactions or the number of transactions that contain it. Equation (10) shows that the confidence of rule $X \rightarrow Y$ can be easily derived from the support counts of $X$ and $X \cup Y$.

However, [Han, Kamber 2006] expressed the support and confidence by using conditional probabilities, but [Huang et al. 2007] have taken another way to express them as they have considered the concept of mega-transaction itemsets instead of traditional transaction itemsets. And they have described support and confidence as follows:

$$\text{Support } = \frac{T_{xy}}{S} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \quad (11)$$

$$\text{Confidence } T_{xy}/T_x \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \quad (12)$$
Where $T_{xy}$ is the set of transactions that contains both items, $X$ and $Y$ or $X \cup Y$, $T_x$ is the set of transactions that contains $X$, and $S$ is the total number of all transactions in the transaction database. Equation (11) has described support as the number of the transactions containing both itemsets $X$ and $Y$ among the total number of all transactions in the transaction database. Nevertheless, equation (12) has described confidence as the number of the transactions containing both itemsets $X$ and $Y$ among the set of transactions that contains $X$.

As we have seen in equations (11) and (12) support and confidence can be expressed in a percentile view. To better understand the representation of support and confidence by percentile measurements, consider the following example, where $X$ is a variable representing a tourist:

Visits($X$, “Sudan in Ramdan”) $\rightarrow$ Interested in ($X$, “Hilomurr”) [0.5%, 90%].......................... (13)

*Hilomurr (Apray) is Sudanese drink. Usually Sudanese people drink it during the month of Ramadan only.

This rule expresses that a tourist who visits Sudan in Ramadan has a 90% chance of being interested in Hilomurr, and 0.5% of the all tourist’ data belong to this category.

[Han, Kamber 2006; Qaddoum 2009] stated that, an association rule is said to be strong if it satisfies both of the minimum support minsup and the minimum confidence minconf thresholds. While [Han, Kamber 2006] explained the role of support and confidence measures in solving the problem of rule interestingness, [Lui et al. 2006] proposed and developed a novel approach to find the interesting
rules among many others that were often generated. All the possible generated
rules could be obtained by setting both minsup and minconf thresholds to 0.
However, this causes a problem of combination explosion, and a large amount of
context information, which increases difficulty of rule analysis. To solve this
problem, [Lui et al. 2006] decided to work on a data set of a major application for
Motorola, One attribute of this data set was classified as a class attribute with
discrete values. It indicated the final nature of the call such as failed during setup,
dropped while in progress, and ended successfully.

As there was no prediction or Classification needed for this application, the
objective of this work was to be aware of the data and to diagnose causes of some
problems in order to solve the problems. In that work, the problems were failed
during setup and dropped while in progress.

Since the data set was a typical Classification data set, rules that characterized
product problems were of the following rule:

\[ X \rightarrow y, \text{ where } X \text{ is a set of conditions and } y \text{ is a class, e.g.} \]

Such rules usually belong to class association rule mining techniques; which are a
special type of association rules with only a class on the consonant of each rule.

Typically, by applying this rule on the applied application, y takes one of the
following values: failed-during-setup, dropped-while-in-progress and ended-
successfully. During that work, such rules have been used to help users to identify
interesting knowledge.

The authors of that work examined several interestingness techniques and
outlined lack of contexts as the following main shortcoming: Most techniques
follow an individual treatment with rules; however, a rule is only interesting in a
meaningful context and in comparisons with others. A single rule is seldom interesting by itself and its support and confidence values will be meaningless. In this context, disability of finding generalized knowledge from rules, general impressions knowledge is much more useful than individual rules because they may reveal some hidden underlying principles; and lack of knowledge exploration tools, however these tools are important for the user to explore the rule space in order to find useful knowledge, but, many existing techniques for visualizing rules, they typically also treat and visualize rules individually.

To handle such inadequacies of examined interestingness techniques, [Lui et al. 2006] proposed and developed an OLAP approach to deal with all these problems. Through this approach, a major part of rule exploration was directed as an OLAP problem based on rule cubes. OLAP operations such as slicing, dicing, drilling down and rolling up, would be used to explore rules in order to systemically discover useful knowledge. Moreover, the OLAP approach has been proposed to assist the user in getting general impressions, and it has been proposed to provide the user with a natural way for visualization with contexts.

### 2.5.1 Computing of the support and confidence of a discovered rule

Currently, rule interestingness is one of the biggest challenges that users of Data mining techniques face, especially in such techniques that generate a large number of rules like Association Rules Mining technique. Since support and confidence count is used in measuring the usefulness of discovered rules, computing it is considered an important issue.

To know how to compute the support and confidence of a discovered rule simply; let us consider the following example 1:
Example 1:
Suppose that are 300 customers (or 300 transactions) have come out of a store. Their purchasing process is detailed as follows:

- 100 customers out of them purchased a computer.
- 50 purchased a printer.
- 150 customers purchased the both items, a computer and a printer.

Our goal in this example is to find out the percentage of customers who purchased a computer and also bought a printer in all transactions that involved computers (confidence), and the percentage of customers who belong to this category out of all datasets (support).

The information that customers who purchase computers also tend to buy printers at the same time is expressed in the following association rule form:

Computer → Printer (support (%), confidence (%))

Using the given information of the detailed purchasing process, we can get:
- The total number of all transactions under analysis = 300
- The number of transactions that contain both items = 150
- The number of transactions that contain computer item = 250

Note: the number 200 has been computed by adding 100 to 150 because the computer item is included in both categories of customers who purchased a computer only (100 customers) in addition to customers who purchased both a computer and a printer (150 customers).

Now by applying equations (11) and (12) where:
Support = $T_{xy}/S$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

Confidence $T_{xy}/T_x$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

If we substituted $S = 300$, $T_{xy} = 150$, and $T_x = 250$, then we can get

Support $= 150/300 = .5 \%$ and (Note: we compute the support count by getting the percentage of both items out of the entire dataset or transactions)

Confidence $= 150/50+150 = 150/250= 60 \%$ (Note: we compute the confidence count by getting the percentage of both items out of only transactions that contain computer).

Regarding to association rule:

Computer $\rightarrow$ Printer (support ($\%$), confidence ($\%$))

In the process of computing support and confidence, we consider both sides of the association rule which represent the category of customers who purchased a computer and a printer together. In the support count computation, we relate this category (items purchased together) to the total number of all transactions. Conversely, in calculating the confidence count, we relate it to the transactions that contain the item(s) in the rule antecedent (left hand side to the rule).

We can compute the two measurements, support and confidence for the previous example using equations (7) and (10).

To compute support we use the rule 7:

Support ($X \rightarrow Y$) $= P(X U Y)$ \hspace{1cm} ........ (7)
Remember that support $S$ is the percentage of transactions in the dataset $D$ that contain both items $X$ and $Y$.

Also we can find the confidence count for the previous example using equation (10):

$$\text{Confidence (X→Y) = support count (X U Y)/ support count(X) ………… (10)}$$

To illustrate this example using the support formula:

$$\text{Support (computer → Printer) = P (computer U Printer)}$$

To compute confidence, remember that the confidence in the transactions in dataset $D$ is the percentage of transactions in $D$ containing $X$ that also contain $Y$.

$$\text{Support count (X U Y) = P(X U Y) = 150/300 = 5 \%}$$

$$\text{Support count (X) = (100+150)/300 = 250/300= 83 \%}$$

$$\text{Confidence= support count (X U Y)/ support count(X) = .5/.83 = 60 \%}$$

The computing process of support and the confidence count with an OLAP cube is of great concern to many researchers such as [Lui et al. 2006]. They applied the computing process of support and the confidence count of an association rule when they handle a multidimensional cube. To explain their method of such computing, we consider the following example2;
Example 2:

Suppose we have a data set with two dimensions, A and C. The dimension C is a class dimension, which has two values, yes for a tourist who is interested in Hilomurr and no for a tourist who is not interested in Hilomurr. The dimension A is a month dimension and has three values, R (Ramadan), S (Suffer), and M (Moharrem). Assume that the data set has 1000 data points, and the 2-dimensional cube appears as shown in Table 2.1:

Table 2.1: A cube with two dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>no</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A

In fact, when we deal with multidimensional cubes we follow the same way of computing support and confidence count as in traditional cases.

This is the 2-dimensional cube which gives us the following 6 (2 x3) one-conditional rules:

1. A = R → C = yes,

The cell value that contains A = R, and C = yes is 90.

By applying equations (11) and (12):

A confidence count = 90/ (90+10) = 90/100 = .9 = 90%
This rule expresses that a tourist who visits Sudan in Ramadan has a chance of a $c = 90\%$ of being interested in Hilomurr. And 0.09 of the all tourist’ data belong to this category according to the following computing of support count:

A support count in this rule is $\frac{90}{1000} = 0.09 = 9\%$

2. $A = R \rightarrow C = \text{no}$

The cell value that contains $A = R, C = \text{no}$, is 10

A confidence count $= \frac{10}{100} = 0.1 = 10\%$

This rule expresses that a tourist who visits Sudan in Ramadan has a chance of a $c=10\%$ of not being interested in Hilomurr. And .01 of the all tourist’ data belong to this category according to the following computing of support count:

A support count in this rule is $\frac{10}{1000} = 0.01 = 1\%$

3. $A = S \rightarrow C = \text{yes}$

The cell value that contains $A = S, C = \text{yes}$, is 30

A confidence count $= \frac{30}{30 + 0} = 1 = 100\%$

This rule expresses that a tourist who visits Sudan in Suffer has a chance of a $c = 100\%$ of being interested in Hilomurr. And .03 of the all tourist’ data belong to this category according to the following computing of support count:
A support count in this rule is $30/1000 = .03 = 3\%$

Now can you compute the confidence and support counts for the rest of rules?
4. $A = S \rightarrow C = \text{no}$
5. $A = M \rightarrow C = \text{yes}$
6. $A = M \rightarrow C = \text{no}$.

As we have seen above, the computing process of support and confidence count of multidimensional cubes follows quite straightforward the same way as in traditional cases. With good understanding of dealing with support and confidence measures, we can turn out clear and comprehensible results using the Association Rules Mining technique.

2.5.2 Combining the Association rules mining technique with OLAP technique

Many researchers integrated the Association Rules Mining technique with other Data mining techniques; others integrated it with OLAP. OLAP is one of the Data mining techniques that typically involve group-by and aggregation operators; its application enables data analysts and organizational managers to acquire the ability to understand the performance of an enterprise and help to make right decisions.

However, the fact that both OLAP techniques and the other Data mining techniques are used to analyze data, then, the results produced are used to support decision makers, [Han, Kamber 2006] argued that both techniques differ in their functionalities. While OLAP techniques are targeted towards simplifying and supporting interactive data analysis using summarization/ aggregation tools, other Data mining techniques are targeted to automate the process of discovering hidden
patterns and interesting knowledge as much of possible. According to this view, the authors maintained that Data mining techniques involve deeper analysis and cover much boarder applications than simple OLAP techniques because they perform not only data summary and comparison but also Classification, association, Clustering, prediction, and other tasks.

Nevertheless, a considerable amount of work by [Jadav, Panchal 2012; Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005; Dehkordi 2013] found that OLAP techniques define different operations on data cube but they cannot give the relationship between data. As a result, they combine OLAP with Data mining techniques to form the concept called OLAP mining (OLAM)

Data mining techniques are one of the OLAP outputs beside the other outputs such as database reporting tools, and data analysis tools. Data mining techniques such as Classification, association rule mining are integrated with OLAP technique to introduce a powerful paradigm i.e, on-line analytical mining (OLAM) (also called OLAP mining). Some authors were specifically interested to mining association rules in data cubes. [Jadav, Panchal 2012] used OLAM in the way of applying association rule mining technique on OLAP cube. For designing an OLAP cube, they proposed three dimension tables: STUDENT, COLLEGE and ZONE. All have primary key and different attributes of different dimensions. Then they designed UNIVERSITY table as a fact table that contains all the reference keys of dimension tables and measures that are numeric attributes according to which data will be store in to data cube. The considered measure attributes were CPI and SPI. The designed OLAP cube is displayed in Fig 2.4. With star schema is represented with one fact table; others are dimensions tables.
Fig. 2.4: Multidimensional database display with star schema

In figure 2.5 OLAP cube was generated and different attributes in dimensions were browsed according to student name, branch semester, college name etc.

Fig. 2.5: Browsing OLAP cube according to measure
Different frequent items and rules from the data cube have been obtained as a result of applying association rule mining technique on data cube according to min_sup=4 as shown in Figure 2.6:

![Figure 2.6](image)

**Fig. 2.6:** Frequent items according to MIN_SUPPORT from OLAP cube

The generated rules were shown as in figure 2.7:

![Figure 2.7](image)

**Fig. 2.7:** Association rules from university cube
Other studies also addressed the issue of limitation of the OLAP technology and its inability to provide users with automatic tools to explain relationships and associations within data. Therefore, some researchers applied OLAM in different applications and realized its advantages. [Jadav, Panchal 2012] applied OLAM to discover association rules in OLAP data cube with students’ data. In contrast, [Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005] applied it to discover association rules in OLAP data cube using a Web based client/server system.

[Jadav, Panchal 2012; Bogdanova, Georgieva 2005] used integration of OLAP with the association rules technique to discover interesting correlation relationships among OLAP data cube; others directed their studies to apply this integration to improve the mining process of Association Rules from data cubes. For example, [Ben Messaoud et al. 2006a; Ben Messaoud et al. 2006b] proposed a general framework for mining inter-dimensional association rules from data cubes. With inter-dimensional meta-rule, users were allowed to target the mining process in a particular portion in the mined data cube.

Typically, the needed aggregate values for discovering association rules are already pre-computed and stored in the data cube. Since the dimension COUNT cell of a cube often stores the frequency of corresponding multidimensional data values, the authors explained that calculating the values of the support and the confidence of association rules is a simple process with some summary measures such as the COUNT measure. But, in an analysis process, simple frequencies are less attractive to users compared with investigating multidimensional data cube and their associations according to measures. Throughout that work, they computed support and confidence measures according to a sum-based aggregate measure where users were not restricted to analysis associations that were only driven by the traditional COUNT measure. However, support and confidence are used to evaluate interestingness of mined rules, [Ben Messaoud et al. 2006a; Ben
Messaoud et al. 2006b] proposed two additional measures; Lift and the Loevinger [cited in Ben Messaoud et al. 2006]. Finally, in order to handle the multidimensional structure of data, an efficient bottom-up algorithm was developed.

In contrast to [Ben Messaoud et al. 2006a; Ben Messaoud et al. 2006b], in which they used some OLAP cube measures to compute support and confidence values of association rules, [Allard et al. 2011] used measures and dimensions of OLAP cube to discover association rules among the most common rules. They stated that the most common rules include: Functional Dependencies (FDs); Conditional Functional Dependencies (CFDs); and Association Rules (ARs). Through that study, they tried to solve the problem of handling long lists of rules that could be displayed with many tools, and such rules are difficult to be inspected by users. Therefore, [Allard et al. 2011] proposed a new means to display and navigate through those rules. With that means they used On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) to display all FDs, CFDs and ARs in artificial view, through the number of values in each cell. Each set of rules was presented as a cube, where dimensions correspond to the rule antecedent and measures correspond to the rule consequent. Then, they benefited from the similarity between the form antecedent $\rightarrow$ consequent of the dependency rules, and the form dimensions $\rightarrow$ measure of the rules. They designed a cube to be a representation of a subset of all rules that can be extracted from a relation. In order to see the rules at several levels of granularity, they made cubes to reflect the hierarchy that exists between FDs, CFDs and ARs. Finally, [Allard et al. 2011] used a lattice of OLAP to navigate the selected rules; where nodes are OLAP views, and edges are OLAP navigation links. With that lattice of navigation, users can be guided from cube to cube, to add or to remove dimensions or to change the granularity levels.
In that work, the navigation links showed that some operators have a predictable behavior about the appearance or disappearance of rules.

2.5.3 Association rules mining technique applications

Nevertheless the concept of OLAM, which integrates OLAP with Data mining techniques, still plays an important role in enhancing the Data mining process as we have seen in the previous applications. There is a tremendous need for more enhancement of the Data mining process since the Data mining techniques are used in numerous applications. The Association Rules Mining technique has been used in many domains such as medicine, economic, engineering, science, business, and many other industries. For example, in the medical domain [Hristovskia et al. 2001] used the association rule mining technique to discover the relationships between medical concepts in order to explore the new concepts.

As mentioned above, the association rule mining has a valuable role in the medical domain. It also has made a great contribution in the climate domain and has received much attention recently.

The availability of climate data has increased lately as well. Satellite and radar has made it important to find accurate and effective tools to handle the large volume of data. The Association Rules Mining technique has been used in many meteorological applications such as multi-station atmospheric data analysis. Additionally; a vast literature has been targeted to find the relationship between climate items such as the weather elements and natural events, weather and disaster prediction. For example, the association rule mining technique had been used to extract previously unknown patterns of abnormal ocean salinity and temperature variations [Huang et al. 2007]. The goal of that study was to discover temporal and
spatial variation patterns that could be used to predict ocean current variations in waters surrounding Taiwan.

In that study, in order to illustrate the strength of the discovered association rules in analyzing global climate change, [Huang et al. 2007] compared them with traditional association rules. The experimental results verified that their used model was effective in predicting the occurrence of salinity and temperature variations.

In another work using the Association Rules Mining technique to support meteorological applications, [Kohail, El-Hales 2011] applied Association Rules Mining technique among other Data mining techniques such as: outlier analysis, Clustering, prediction, and Classification. After each mining technique, they presented the extracted knowledge and described its importance in the meteorological domain.

The essential goal of that work was to extract useful knowledge from daily weather historical data collected locally at Gaza city.

2.6 Data mining applications

Data mining techniques are more attractive analysis tools in many applications. These techniques provide data miners with extensive knowledge about their data. In section 2.6.1 we overview how data mining techniques have been applied in higher education domain, section 2.6.2 discusses applying data mining techniques in developing a system.

2.6.1 Data mining applications in the higher education domain

As the association rules technique is applied in the meteorological domains, it has also been applied in the educational domains beside the other Data mining
techniques. [Oladipupo, Oyelade 2010] derived a method that identifies students’ failure patterns using association rule mining technique which identifies hidden relationship between the failed courses and suggests relevant causes of the failure to improve the performances of low capacity students.

In other works, the association rules technique has been used in a form of an Associative Classification technique such as in [Qaddoum 2009]. The objective of that project was to discuss and evaluate a modeling approach for student evolution. [Qaddoum 2009] developed that project as a component of an adaptive achievement system.

In other works similar to [Qaddoum 2009], Data mining techniques have proven be a pioneering choice for many researchers in the higher education area in the recent years, which solved various educational problems. Students’ enrollment process and predicting the academic paths of students are topics for several researchers [Nandeshwar, Chaudhari 2009; Chang 2006]. In that direction, [Vialardi et al. 2007] developed a recommendation system to provide support for the student through recommendations to better choose available courses to in which to enroll. These recommendations were based on the experiences of previous students with similar academic achievements. For that purpose a Classification technique was used on real data corresponding to seven years (2002-2008) of student enrollment.

In other applications of higher education domain, the Data mining techniques have been used for studying and predicting students’ performance, For instance, [Suresh, Mahale 2011; Kotsiantis, Pintelas, 2003; Al-Radaideh et al. 2006; Quadri, Kalyankar 2010; Kovačić 2010] described student performance in different university courses. In research [Al-Radaideh et al. 2006] the collected data in that
research was restricted to those students who studied the C++ course in Yarmouk University in the year 2005.

Many studies have been made in order to help students directly in making their decisions in different academic issues such as: choosing a course, prediction of students’ success, students’ major counseling, etc. Other works have been suggested to help higher education institutions enhance their decision making process by applying Data mining techniques to maintain some problems in the higher education domain. Some of these issues include: college transfer data, students’ retention, and prediction of drop-out rates.

[Delvarai et al. 2008] proposed a new guideline in order to improve the performance indicators by developing their main educational processes for planning, evaluation, and counseling. Throughout that work, they contributed widely to the discussion on how the various Data mining techniques could be applied to the set of educational data.

Some other models have been developed to help enhance higher education institutions. [Luan 2002] introduced a case study in which he developed a model to discuss the transfer student issues. The aim of that model was to provide a profile of the students who transferred and predict which other students might transfer; thus enabling the college to provide these students with all possible assistance before they decided to transfer.

2.6.2 Data mining applications in developing a system

Everyday, researchers and scientists think about how to benefit from knowledge discovered from applying Data mining techniques. Indeed, knowledge would be useless unless its benefits, understanding and use are known. Developing a system is considered an ideal use of new knowledge which plays an intermediary role between knowledge experts and end users. In this direction, some systems
have been developed in many application domains. For example, a Data mining system called “Opportunity Map”, [Lui et al. 2006], built an innovative system based on a class association rule and four basic ideas. The first idea was that the traditional mining paradigm hinders rule analysis. The second was that rules cannot be analyzed in context by using traditional mining. The third was that using OLAP operations must be used in performing rule analysis. The fourth was the mining of general impressions. Rule cubes and OLAP provide a general framework for exploration of rules in context to help the user find useful knowledge. The interesting fact is that the system has been deployed since 2006, and is used daily by Motorola.

As we have seen, Motorola applies the Data mining system, “Opportunity Map”, in its manufacturing industry and communication field.

Due to the fact that medical discoveries are increasing continuously and every day we receive a new concept in the world of medicine, [Hristovskia et al. 2001] developed an interactive discovery support system for the field of medicine to benefit medical researchers. They developed a system based on association rule mining of the Medline bibliographic database. The goal of the system was to discover new, potentially meaningful relations for a given starting concept of interest with other concepts that have not been published in medical literature before.

Developing a system based on discovered knowledge also includes some applications in the education domain. For example, [Al-Radaideh et al. 2006] built a system that facilitates the use of generated rules from a decision tree as a Classification method. They mentioned the benefit of developing such systems to help the decision makers utilize necessary actions needed to enhance the quality of the educational system.
The authors, [Vialardi et al. 2007], through their system developed to help students decide which courses to enroll in, agreed that using discovered knowledge in developing a system had a unique place in the education domain in terms of contributing to the enhancement of the educational environment.

2.7 An analysis of the presented literature survey

The presented literature survey showed that Data mining techniques have been applied in many application domains such as medicine, weather, science, business, and education. However, the applications of Data mining techniques are still limited in different domains.

In the term of OLAP technology, most of the previous studies mainly have focused on the three storage modes: ROLAP (Relational OLAP), MOLAP (Multidimensional OLAP), and HOLAP (Hybrid OLAP). Through those studies the authors have provided us with extensive knowledge about: types of data that could be hosted in each mode, the physical location of the storage modes regarding to the data warehouse architecture, how the storage modes are associated with Data mining tools or other analysis tools, and making a comparison between them based on different factors such as memory space, speed, the required hardware.

Since a memory space is considered a headache topic for many system developers, most of the previous studies have focused on comparing ROLAP with MOLAP based on the appropriate use of each one in different applications in order the reduce the required memory space. Thus, our approach differs from theirs in term of the goal. Our approach targets applying one of the Data mining techniques called the Association Rules Mining technique. This technique is based on a data source with formats of OLAP cubes. Integrating Association Rules Mining Technique with OLAP technique produces the term of OLAP-Mining (OLAM). Since Association Rules Mining technique often finds the associations between
items, through this approach we can solve our typical research questions such as: Are there any associations between the variation of students’ faculty preferences and students’ locations, in residential provinces? Do students from a certain state prefer certain colleges based on their gender, education type, and other students’ categories?

Among several innovations in recent technology, Data Mining is making comprehensive changes in the field of higher education. However, using Data Mining techniques in the education domain is still limited, and its applications have been carried out for limited educational purposes. For example, the developed system in [Al-Radaideh et al. 2006] was proposed to predict the student’s performance in only one course in one class. The researchers of that system have concluded from their results that the Classification accuracy for the system algorithms was not so high. That could indicate that the collected data was not sufficient to generate a Classification model of high quality.

From all the previous works and in term of using Data Mining techniques in the higher education domain, we can note that some techniques as the Association Rules Mining technique have a limited application compared with the other techniques such as Classification technique. On the other hand, the OLAP technique has never been used in any application in the higher education domain.

Although most researches in Data Mining area focus on mining data in the context of applications, Data Mining techniques has a limited range of applications in the education domain. Thus, there were few prior works that have been presented on developing a system using Data Mining techniques in the higher education domain.
We studied Data Mining related applications to draw the concepts, and then proposed an OLAP system to match the need for rapid analysis. Our proposed system is expected to be used by the Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan in order to help them in the decision making process. Since OLAP cubes often solve questions of a statistical nature, our proposed OLAP system is supposed to solve our typical research questions such as: Is there a need for all these number of faculty choices offered to students on their application forms? What percent of faculty do students usually choose on the application form? To what extent will this proposed system help decision makers in higher education institutions to make their decisions based on information obtained from it?

The literature review carried out helped us to understand the growing importance of the use of Data mining techniques in the field of higher education.
Chapter 3

Data preprocessing

Currently, we are standing on the edge of a new age, the information age. The world is full of data. The rapid growth of data has greatly improved the smart analytical techniques which solve many problems by scientific approaches. However, accurate analyzing results depend on data quality. After we collect the data, we must enter it into computer programs such as: Access, SPSS, Excel, or any other program. During this process, whether we have entered data by hand or by a computer scanner, no matter how carefully the data has been entered, we will be almost guaranteed that there will be incorrect padding, incorrect reading of written codes, inconsistent formatting, missing data, inaccurate data, and other errors. Data are often preprocessed in order to help improve the quality of the data and, consequently, of the analyzing results.

Data preprocessing is a term used to prepare data to be ready for the Data mining process. It takes about 60% of the total time and efforts of data miners to preprocess. Data miners may need to revisit it during all knowledge discovery process steps since data contain factors of dirty data, such as: inconsistent data, missing values or other errors. They may also need to preprocess data to solve problems that can be derived from integration such as occur in redundant or inconsistent data. Such problems happen when data miners attempt to integrate multiple data from heterogeneous sources. Data miners may need to convert data from one format to another or apply various operations on data such as normalization and aggregation. They perform these tasks using one of data
preprocessing methods called data transformation. They may also use another data preprocessing method called data reduction to obtain a reduced representation of the data set that is much smaller in volume. Moreover, data miners make great efforts to restructure data that are in a form not suitable for Data mining models.

Nevertheless, data preprocessing serves as a good companion for the data miners throughout all the necessary steps in order to discover knowledge. They believe that, it has a crucial role in finding valued results of any database analysis. For example, getting good mining results often depends on the good reforming of data preprocessing. In other words, they trust that, having quality data will lead to having quality mining results.

Even so, applying data processing techniques before mining will typically improve the overall quality of the items mined, and/or reduce the required time for the actual mining.

As soon as the researchers think to develop any project or application, they ask themselves a couple of questions: what is the problem and why is it to be searched? What do they hope to achieve and how? What information is available? To start the practical part of their research, they often try to collect useful information about their problem. The main purpose of collecting data is to answer questions whose answers are not immediately observable. Practically, the researchers cannot collect data that does not require data preprocessing. Some collected data contain values that are not consistent with policy or common sense. Others contain redundant rows. Therefore, sooner or later, we find ourselves having to preprocess the collected data. Consequently, they cannot ignore the role of the data preprocessing process in finding valued results.
Data miners, on the other hand, regularly do not collect data in a suitable form for data mining models. In order to form this data in a convenient structure for data mining models and for further mining process, they often make a great effort to get data with high quality through applying a number of data cleaning techniques, and then try to store it in a data warehouse form suitable for data mining process. Therefore, data preprocessing is an essential step for any data mining process. Obtaining good mining results often depends on the proper reforming of data preprocessing. In other words, quality data leads to having quality mining results.

One of the most effective solutions for data preprocessing is Business Intelligence Development Studio, generically known as BIDS. It is a full-featured development environment for building solutions that include: Analysis Services, Integration Services, and Reporting Services projects. Such projects are specific to SQL Server business intelligence. Typically, Business Intelligence Development Studio was based on the Microsoft Visual Studio development environment, but multiple features and designing tools had been added to it so as to make it compatible with the SQL Server services (mentioned above) and project types, including controls, tools, ETL data flows, OLAP cubes and data mining structure. In this application we used some of the Business Intelligence Development Studio solutions to preprocess our collected data.

The collected data in this application contained several attributes with demographical and academic information of the students; it contained a real data that was obtained from the Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan. These historical data represent numerous records of the students who had applied to Sudanese universities and were admitted into one within the period 2005-2009.
Although there are different types of admissions in Sudan, the collected data in this application targeted the general admissions type and reflected most of the facts about the other types. Moreover the mainstreams of students were under the umbrella of this type. The collected data were originated into two forms: hard copy of data source which included: Students’ directory book and Student’s application form, and soft copy of data source which include: a number of Access database files and the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research web site. The collected data are described in more details in chapter 4, Data Collection (section 4.1).

Collecting data, that include: undesired formats, dirty, and inconsistence data, is an expected event for any collected data, the same as ours. To preprocess our collected data, we first cleaned them. To reduce the size some attributes have been selected to be removed. Since we targeted an educational sector, using some of data discretization and concept hierarchies’ strategies is an expected issue. As some fields need to be descritized, others need to be generalized. Our collected data as mentioned above are obtained from heterogeneous data sources. Moreover, the digital data (Access database files) are organized in separated tables, using some of the integration techniques as an essential. As this is the first time for using OLAP in the Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan, data formation, compatible with OLAP and data mining techniques, is a crucial work.

This chapter describes how we can apply some of data preprocessing techniques to our case project.

In conclusion we explain how we applied some of these data preprocessing techniques on our collected data, and we establish that good knowledge about these data preprocessing techniques helps us to obtain trusted analysis results through choosing some of them that could be convenient to our case studies. Through this
application, some software, such as: Excel, database Access, and Microsoft visual studio 2008, have been used.

To obtain trusted analysis results with high quality data, we need to discuss in depth the major tasks in data preprocessing. In the following section 3.1, we focus more thoroughly on some useful data preprocessing techniques for cleaning up data. Data integration is the topic of section 3.2. We discuss data transformation in section 3.3 Data reduction is an essential for downsizing data which produces an effective environment for running of trouble-free programs and fast answering of queries, we discuss it in section 3.4. Preparing data to OLAP stage requires good knowing of structures of measures and dimensions of any fact table, we discuss this issue in section 3.5.

3.1 Data cleaning

Data cleaning is a crucial part of data analysis methods, particularly when we collect data with many sorts of errors such as inconsistencies data, incorrect coding, incorrect sensing of blackened marks, missing data, and so on. Such errors contribute to reducing data quality and continue to make problems to the expected results of data analysis. So far, we usually look for some techniques that could be convenient for handling these errors (Figure 3.1). What is more, we cannot ignore the importance of the data cleaning technique in solving the problem of duplicated records. Data cleaning is the process of detecting and correcting these regular errors. Fortunately, each type of these errors has special techniques for handling it.
Fig. 3.1: we usually use some techniques for cleaning data

Missing data is one of the features that make data dirty and in need of cleaning. Our collected data contained an example of this type of missing data; the number of records of each table of a certain year has to be identical with the number of records of its associated table in the same year. When we have checked this issue, using Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2008 tools, we have found that, the number of records of table ADMFR09 table is 95112 while the number of records of ADMFR09-ch table is 95111, meaning that there was a missed record for several attributes. Then we detected and removed the extra record, since we couldn’t obtain the missed record of its associated table. To check the number of records in each table, we used the SQL command called “COUNT” to detect the record that existed in one table and not in the other one. We used the SQL command called “EXCEPT”.

In consistent data is one of the greatest challenges that we faced in this data preprocessing application; each college was denoted by a unique symbol, but unfortunately, this symbol changed throughout all years. For example, if the symbol 113 had been assigned for School of Management Studies at Ahfad University for Women last year, that same symbol may be used to represent College of Computer Science and Information at Sudan University for Science and Technology in the following year. Even supposing in case of the student’s application form number, it was in shared ownership however it must be a unique number that identify each student. student’s application form number is recycled
every year, for example if the application form number 22003 has been indicated for the student whose name was Atfa Elgamari in the year of 2005, that same number may be used to indicate the student whose name was Saadah Mohammed in the year of 2006. Unfortunately, a huge number of students had shared the same application form number during the period 2005 – 2009; for example there were 43492 students who had the same application form number within the only period 2005 – 2006. Updating all these numbers of records is multifaceted work and may generate a large number of errors.

One of the effective solutions for such problems is using the concept of composite primary key which uses more than one key column.

One of the effective solutions for such problems is using the concept of composite primary key which uses more than one key column instead of one.

3.2 Data Integration

Some data analysts, such as data miners, often need to integrate data from multiple disparate data stores to reside in a single physical location, as in data warehousing. The integration is the process of merging data from multiple sources into a coherent data store. These sources may include various forms of data, such as: multiple databases, data cubes, or flat files, with different data format, such as: a database file, XML document, word document, or Excel sheet. Moreover, the data sources can be integrated from different physical locations such as: laptops, cellphones, and document files as shown in Figure 3.2.
Fig. 3.2: The integration is the process of combining data from multiple sources into a single data store.

Integrating data from multiple sources with different formats is one of the biggest challenges facing data miners. The rest of the challenges of data integration include: Data collected in different bearings such as: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured, Data quality i.e. Data feeds from source systems arriving at different times, huge data volumes i.e. transforming the data into an appropriate format that is meaningful to data miners.

Matching up equivalent real-world entities from multiple data sources is referred to as the entity identification problem. The entity identification problem is a crucial challenge that may face data miners. For example, how can the data miners be sure that: student_id” in one database and” st_index” in another refer to the same attribute?

For our collected data, the numbers and types of high school names in Sudan were changed last years, some high schools were canceled, some of them converted to secondary schools, and others were established To create a unified list of high schools, we had to integrate all of high schools names during the period 2005 – 2009, and then we had to find a unified list with distinct values of high school names. To integrate all the high schools names, we have used INSERT INTO command of SQL server. Basically, SQL Server Business Intelligence
Development Studio (BIDS) have been frequently used in this section since it provides a great environment for developing SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) packages. Each package consists of data task and Data Flows which consist of: Data Flow Sources, none or Data Flow Transformations, and Data Flow Destinations. Data Flow Sources Define the source for data for the data flow. There are a variety of Data Flow source types, with configuration options that could be appropriate to the source of the data: OLE DB source, Excel Spreadsheet source, Flat file source, and other file source.

To filter all the high schools names in order to get only a list of distinct values, we thought of a way to remove any duplicate records, so, a package of SQL server integration services have been developed (SSIS). Through (SSIS), we can retrieve the distinct records from table without needing to use an SQL Query. It provides a component of Data Flow transformations, which is called "Sort" as shown in figure 3.3, helps to implement such tasks.

![Sort](sort.png)

**Fig.3.3: Sort transformation data flow**

The main purpose of sort transformation is sorting record based on ascending and descending order as well as Order By operation in SQL. Additionally, it does the same task of distinct operation in SQL which removes duplicated records. Figure 3.4 shows a SSIS package that we developed to catch the distinct names among all the high schools names’. In that package, all high schools table is considered Data Flow Source, is connected to Data Flow Transformations (sort), the sort Transformation sent the distinct school names to the distinct high school table which is considered a Data Flow Destination.
The same operations have been applied on the faculty tables (FAC); all the faculty tables over a five-year period of time have been integrated and stored in a single storage location as a cohort of student’s faculty dataset. Each faculty was indicated by a unique symbol for each year. But unfortunately, when we integrated all the faculty tables in a single storage table, we found they became quite confused; more than one faculty has the same symbol along the specified period, and one faculty could take more than one symbol. To solve that problem we used a composite primary key for that table; a composite primary key for a table often consists of one or more than one column in a table. Therefore, we chose Date and Faculty’s symbol to be the composite primary key for the faculty table. Table 3.1 shows the contained fields in the final integrated faculty table.

Table 3.1: The contained fields in the final integrated faculty table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Date_ID</th>
<th>Department_Name</th>
<th>Universally_ID</th>
<th>University_Name</th>
<th>Program_Type_ID</th>
<th>Program_Type</th>
<th>College_ID</th>
<th>College_Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3.3 Data transformation

In general, Data transformation is a process of mapping the entire set of values of a given attribute to a new set of replacement values in which each old
value can be identified with one of the new values; for example, to replace the string “gender” by “sex”. There are several methods for data transforming including: smoothing; which is used to remove noise from data, aggregation; which is used to summarize data and construct cubes, generalization; which considers the concept hierarchy climbing, normalization; which scales data to fall within a small, specified range, and includes the Min-max normalization, Z-score normalization and normalization by decimal scaling.

During the data cleaning process as a stage in the knowledge discovery process, some data transformations may introduce more discrepancies; alternatively, some nested discrepancies may only be detected after others have been fixed which in many cases lead data miners to revisit this stage more and more. For example, a typo such as “2002” in a year attribute may only surface once all date values have already been converted to a uniform format. In general cases, data transformation is often done as a batch process while the users wait without any feedback. As soon as the transformation is complete, the users can go back and check that no new anomalies have been created by mistake. Typically, numerous iterations are required before the users are satisfied.

Data transformation can be specified graphically or by providing examples. In some systems such as SQL server system, results are often shown immediately on the records that are visible on the screen. Luckily, the users are able to undo the data transformation, so that the latest transformed view of the data, that introduced additional errors, can be handled.

Since a data transformation maps a set of data values from the data format of a source data system to the data format of a destination data system, in the ETL (extraction/transformation/loading) process, data transformation plays an intermediary role between data source and data destination. Moreover, in the data
transformation process, users have a possibility to take many inputs from different data sources versus only one output/destination as shown in Figure 3.5.

Fig.3.5: Data transformation participates in the ETL process

In our target application some tables were originals and already existed; some tables were derived from the original ones and added to them. How can we perform a task of joining all these tables together to create an effective database source? For example, “Major table” should be connected to” Schools table” to associate each school with its corresponding major. In another example, each college should be connected to its corresponding university and each department should be connected to its corresponding college and so on. That task might be easy and done manually if we had a limited number of records in each table. But in our case we had a large number of records, so, we developed a set of SSIS packages to transform and join all those tables together. Each package contained a Lookup Transformation tool; the basic task of Lookup Transformation is matching each record in the input table with its corresponding record in the out table. For example, to associate each college with its corresponding university we had three tables: the university table which contained fields of university ID and university
name, the master table, considered a reference table, which contained all information about all universities and their colleges and departments, and the college table which contained fields of college ID, college name, and university ID; the third field of the college table (university ID) associated each college with its corresponding university. To fill in that field, we used the Lookup Transformation which performs a lookup using columns from the input flow (the university table) and a lookup table or reference table (the master table) to retrieve additional columns from the lookup table for the output flow (the college table), either replacing input columns or selecting the additional columns to add to the output. Where records failed to be matched, the Lookup could be sent along a different output path (no matching). Figure 3.6 shows how we transformed all university’s name to be joined with its corresponding college by developing SSIS package. Typically, the same process had been applied to join school tables, state tables.

![Fig.3.6: SSIS package for colleges transformation](image)

Fig.3.6: SSIS package for colleges transformation
3.4 Data reduction

Recent data storage technologies such as a database or data warehouse may store terabytes of data. Such huge amounts of data can take a long time and result in complex or impractical data analysis. Moreover, difficulty of the data analysis and mining process will increase according to data enlargement. Data reduction is the process of minimizing the amount of data while producing the same or similar analytical results. Data reduction often follows effective approaches such as Data cube aggregation and Dimensionality reduction in order to downsizing data. It needs very smart users to be careful in reducing the data volume without reducing the data value figure 3.7.

![Fig.3.7: Data reduction](image)

We applied some data reduction techniques in our project, for example, in our collected data; each database table contained four attributes that were specified for student’s full name (first name…..last name as NAME1, NAME2, NAME3, and NAME4). These attributes are pointless to our analysis purposes; consequently we have selected them to be removed. In section 3.4.1 we discuss Data discritization and concept hierarchies. We discuss data generalization in section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Data discretization and concept hierarchies

Data discretization techniques are often used to obtain a reduced representation of the data set that is much smaller in volume, under the condition of producing the same (or almost the same) analytical results. They can be used to discretize continuous data types. Numerous values of a continuous attribute leads to long-winded, difficult-to-use. With the purpose of reducing the number of values for a given continuous attribute, Data discretization techniques divide the range of the attribute into intervals. And then interval labels are used to replace actual data values. Replacing numerous values of a continuous attribute by a small number of interval labels or higher conceptual levels thereby reduces and simplifies the original data. Therefore it is considered one of the numerosity reduction forms.

Since data discretization and concept hierarchy can be applied on the most of the attributes data types, such as: Continuous attributes, Ordinal attributes, and Categorical attributes, we have greatly benefit from it discretizing some of our categorical attributes for purposes of analyzing data in multiple levels of abstraction.

One of the great efforts that were done in the data preprocessing stage was using some fields to derive extra fields for analysis purposes. For example, the collected real data contained two fields that provided us with information about the students’ high schools, the high school major program, and the high school full name (SCNAME), the field of the high school full name provided us with only full name of the high school; from this name we derived another field that contained some properties of the high school such as: the school type to determine whether it is for female, male, or mixed students, was the school a private or a public school, and the way of a student’s enrollment to each school was determined; and whether
student had been enrolled to a certain school as regular, teachers schools, or home student. Finally, the field of high school name gave an explanation of the geographic location of each high school.

Figure 3.8 illustrates how a new table for a high school has been created as a result of descritized fields from the SCNAME source field.

The same processing has been done to the faculty name field (FAC) in the Faculty tables, in which extra fields have been derived from it to create the university, program type, faculty, and department fields. These descritized fields have been derived in order to provide us with a hierarchy concept; thus, each university has a set of faculties, each faculty has a set of departments, and each department is divided into two types of program: often Bachelor and Diploma. An example of descritization process for faculty field is shown in figure 3.9.
3.4.2 Data generalization

We have derived extra fields from the high school field and faculty field through descritization processes, as well as having benefited from the state source field (STAS) that represents the state’s name in where student lives; from this field we have derived state direction and country fields through a generalization process.
Figure 3.10 shows an example on how this process has been done. The generalization process has been applied only on a case of students, who belong to the country of Sudan, for who belong to other countries; all the fields, Country, State direction, and State took the same name, because we never mind about state of any country other than Sudan.

![Diagram of generalization process](image)

**Fig.3.10:** An example of a generalization process for a state source field

### 3.5 Applying Data formation for OLAP

One of the imperative justifications that could enforce us to make a great effort in preprocessing data is that the collected data are often not in the appropriate form for our analysis purposes; however they are clean and free of noise. For example, data miners need data to be in appropriate form for OLAP. Preparing data to OLAP stage requires taking care of structures of measures and dimensions of any fact table. In this section we prepared a relational database structure to be the initial data source for OLAP.

The collected source data was already found in a relational database form, but subsequent to preprocessing data, we recreated it to produce a new database.
structure. That new structure is in the best form for creating a data warehouse structure, and then for an OLAP structure.

The developed database structure contains one master table and other look up and detailed tables. Each table has been explained in details, and the relationship between them has been illustrated.

Master Table:

That table was called student table and consisted of the following attributes which have shown below in Figure 3.11:

![Student Table Diagram](image)

**Fig.3.11**: Student table (Master)

The student table’s attributes have been described as in table 3.2:

**Table 3.2**: Description of student table attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Attribute symbol</th>
<th>Attribute Description</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Student_ID</td>
<td>Student’s application form number</td>
<td>Int.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sex</td>
<td>Student’s sex</td>
<td>Female (f), Male (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State_ID</td>
<td>Foreign key for state table</td>
<td>Int.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Admission Year</td>
<td>Admission Year</td>
<td>2005 -2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>School_ID</td>
<td>Foreign key for school table</td>
<td>Int.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our case study, it seems that the data mining process starts from the data preprocessing stage; since we have been mining data to discover methods of how to configure the collected data for analysis purposes. In doing so, the 45 fields of students’ choices have been used to generate three extra calculated fields: Student’s scores average, Number of filled columns, Percentage of filled columns, as shown in table 3.2. Those fields were suggested to be measures for the proposed fact table where it is crucial for OLAP. To illustrate how we generated such fields, we started from table 3.3 which shows fields of a student’s choices to apply to Sudanese colleges; these choices start from the choice number 1 (CH1) up to the choice number 45 (CH45).

**Table 3.3:** student’s choices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRMNO</th>
<th>CH1</th>
<th>CH2</th>
<th>CH3</th>
<th>CH4</th>
<th>CH5</th>
<th>...........CH45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That table explained that each student has a right to choose and decide the number of filled columns or choices; however, not all the filled choices are matched with their associated required student’s scores to be admitted in one
college. Thus, via table 3.3, table 3.4 has been created to calculate some factors of the student’s application form: Number of filled columns, Percentage of filled columns, and then they were joined to the master table as shown in figure 3.11.

**Table 3.4:** Choices measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of filled Choices</th>
<th>Percentage of filled Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the tables below, a new calculated field called scores average has been added to table 3.6 based on information in table 3.5. The added calculated field in table 3.6 calculates the scores average for each student, where table 3.5 contains the scores average by subject for each student’s choice.

**Table 3.5:** Scores average by subject for each student’s choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRMNO</th>
<th>AVS1</th>
<th>AVS2</th>
<th>AVS3</th>
<th>AVS4</th>
<th>AVS6</th>
<th>………. AVS45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.6:** Student’s scores average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRMNO</th>
<th>AVS1</th>
<th>AVS2</th>
<th>AVS3</th>
<th>AVS4</th>
<th>AVS6</th>
<th>……… AVS45</th>
<th>scores average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>88.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beside creating measure fields essential for OLAP structure, data type is essential in creating any database structure as shown in table 3.2. The data types and possible values for student table’s fields is described; for example, some were integer and other was decimal. In general, data types are divided into two main categories: numeric and nominal data. The student’s scores average were collected in the original data and were in a form of float data type, which contained a large number of digits. We had to convert those data to decimal data type. Decimal data is one of the numeric data types. It is just numbers that include decimal points. Decimal data contain two parameters: precision and scale. The precision is the total number of digits can be stored to both sides of the decimal, to the left as well as to the right. The scale is the maximum number of digits that can be allowed to be stored to the right of the decimal. For example, 4 is the precision and 2 is the scale of a decimal (4, 2), that means for the decimal (4, 2), only 4 digits are allowed to be stored with 2 of the digits to the right of the decimal, as in the student’s scores average (88.95).

Calculated fields were existed in the master table in addition to primary keys of other tables; those primary keys directly connect the master table with other tables, and consequently other tables directly were related to other tables. We will discuss such relationships later in this section. The tables were directly related to the master table included: School table, State table, Department table, and Date table. School table is a look up table for school_Id in the master table, and consists of the following attributes which have shown in Figure 3.12:
Fig. 3.12: School look up table attributes

Its attributes have been described as in table 3.7:

**Table 3.7: Description of school table attributes***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Attribute symbol</th>
<th>Attribute Description</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sch_ID</td>
<td>School’s identity number</td>
<td>numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sch_Name</td>
<td>School’s name</td>
<td>names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major_Id</td>
<td>Foreign key for major table</td>
<td>Academic(1), Commercial (2), Industrial(3), Agricultural(4), Hafazah (5), Scientific Institutes (6), Nisweya (7), Arabic Certificates (8), Aedeen (9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sch_type</td>
<td>School’s type</td>
<td>Female (f), Male(m), Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sch_ownership</td>
<td>School’s owner</td>
<td>Public(P), Private(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Learning_methods</td>
<td>Learning_methods</td>
<td>Regular(R), teacher schools(T), home(H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The school table was related to look up table called Major table which specify the major of each school. Major table fields are shown in Figure 3.13
Other table is State table, that table is a look up table for state_Id in the master table, and consists of the following attributes which have shown in Figure 3.14:

State table’s attributes have been described as in table 3.8:

Table 3.8: Description of state table attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Attribute symbol</th>
<th>Attribute Description</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>State_ID</td>
<td>State’s identity number</td>
<td>numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>St-Name</td>
<td>State’s name</td>
<td>names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>St_Dir_Id</td>
<td>Foreign key for directory table</td>
<td>North(1), middle (2), west(3), East(4), South (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This table was related to other look up table that associates each state with its corresponding direction, called Direction table, Figure 3.15 shows Direction table’s attributes.

![Direction table attributes](image)

**Fig. 3.15:** Direction table attributes

Sudanese students can take their high school examinations at different countries; therefore, country table was crucial. Figure 3.16 shows country table attributes.

![Country table attributes](image)

**Fig. 3.16:** Country table attributes

On the other hand, Department table has taken a place among other tables that directly related to the master table. Figure 3.17 shows its attributes.

![Department table attributes](image)

**Fig. 3.17:** Department table attributes
As shown in figure 3.17, the department table was related to two other tables: college table and program type table. Whereas the program type table attributes are shown in figure 3.18, the college table attributes are shown in Figure 3.19.

![Program_Type_Ik_tbl](image)

**Fig. 3.18:** Program type table attributes

![College_Ik_tbl](image)

**Fig. 3.19:** College table the attributes

The college table was related to university tables which its attributes are shown in Figure 3.20.

![University_Ik_tbl](image)

**Fig. 3.20:** University table attributes

Since we developed this project for using OLAP, great efforts have been done to preprocess data to be in a form that could be appropriate to OLAP. Accordingly, creating a DATE table that could be converted to dimension was very
essential to compare the analysis results along years; we created a date table to cover the data analysis within the period 2005 – 2009. That table indicated the student’s admission year. Therefore, the old field in the data source (CDATE), where student’s year of application was indicated, has been updated to be suitable for date format. Figure 3.21 shows the date table attributes.

![Date Table](image)

**Fig. 3.21:** Date table attributes

As we explained before, the calculated fields based on students’ scores average and students’ choices fields were created; we created two tables, scores and choices to be sources for later measures. Figure 3.22 and 3.23 show the attributes of the scores and choices tables respectively.

![Scores Table](image)

**Fig. 3.22:** Scores table attributes

![Choices Table](image)

**Fig. 3.23:** Choices table attributes
The proposed relational database structure is shown in figure 3.24:

![Diagram of the relational database structure]

**Fig.3.24:** The proposed structure of the relational database

All the relationships between the master table and other tables is a one-to-many relationship, as well as the relationships with the scores and choices tables,
where each student can apply to more than one faculty choice and each score is associated with score.

In this chapter we provided an overview of some features of a data preprocessing stage. We outlined numerous reasons for missing values which may include: equipment malfunction; inconsistent with other recorded data and thus deleted; i.e. data not entered due to misunderstanding, not be considered important at the time of entry or history or changes of the data not registered.

Through that data preprocessing stage, we performed some preprocessing techniques including: data cleaning, reduction, integration, descritization, generalization, transformation, and formation. We converted Access tables to SQL server databases, joined all the data source tables to create a single table; created single tables that contained distinct values associated with their lookup tables. We used common sense and domain knowledge to remove some attributes such as Students’ full names, and mined only selected fields. Finally we selected the final admissions tables which included: student’s high school score, high school major program, student’s high school, student’s gender, student’s state, admission year, and student’s college.

We performed basic operations; those operations included: modification of some tables, addition of some tables, and choosing of some fields. In the next step we prepared data in a form that could be appropriate for OLAP. Therefore, we developed the relational database structure, and made it ready for use in developing a data warehouse structure and then an OLAP model. Thus, the data will be ready to use as a data source for the next data mining stages such as the mining process.
Although numerous methods of data preprocessing have been developed, the preprocessing takes the greatest efforts of data miners in the data mining process. Moreover, data preprocessing remains an active area of research, due to the huge amount of inconsistent or dirty data and the complexity of the problem, and we cannot ignore the fact that good data preprocessing is a key to producing valid and reliable models and then leading to quality mining results.
Chapter 4

Methodology

After the in-depth study of the topic pertaining to the data mining and its application in the higher education domain, the methodology in this research is adapted. Figure 2.2 describes the steps of knowledge discovery process. Figure 4.1 shows how we hierarchically described our adapted research methodology, which covers all the important steps that we used in the practical part of the research. Referring to figure 4.1 the methodology starts by: collecting data from two types of data sources, hard copies and soft copies, preprocessing the collected data using different tools of data preprocessing (which is described in more details in the previous chapter i.e. data preprocessing), using the preprocessed data to build two data warehouse structures, snowflakes and star, and using both data warehouse structures to develop two separated OLAPs. The OLAP that developed by star data warehouse structure was associated with the association rules mining technique for data mining purposes, which provides data miners with patterns of rules. The OLAP that developed by snowflakes structure was programmed to a smart user interface which provides users with quick reports. All reports and patterns were evaluated to discover knowledge.

This chapter consists of two sections: data collection and description of the followed methods in order to analyze the collected data. We introduce a brief description of collected data in section 4.1. Data warehouse structure mostly is used as a base for OLAP structure; we discuss some issues related to it such as its importance in the analysis process and its proposed design structure in section 4.2. The targeted topic of section 4.3 is OLAP where we confer about the proposed
OLAP structure and how we programmed OLAP to end user. Some data mining structures and models are discussed in section 4.4.
4.1 Data Collection

Data Collection is considered the first step of the practical stage of any database analysis research. In the scientific research process of most research fields such as computer sciences, economical and social sciences, chemistry, business, humanities, researchers often define their research problem through their heavy reading scan in the literature review. Regularly, they define their research problem when they find any gaps in the reviewed literature. Once they specify their research problem, they start the stage of data collection. Data collection is merely gathering and measuring useful information on variables of interest. Researchers often plan to collect useful data that enables them to answer stated research questions, test hypotheses, and evaluate outcomes. However, they do not ensure that they will obtain relevant or specific enough data to fit their research purposes.

The data collection methods are variants based on the research field. The main data collection methods include: Registration, Questionnaires, Experimental measurements, Interviews, Direct observations, Internet websites, and Reporting. Despite the fact that these methods diverge by discipline, ensuring accurate, appropriate and honest data collection remains the same. There is not any doubt that, a high quality of data collection is essential to maintaining the integrity of research and to reducing the likelihood of errors occurring. On the other hand, getting excellent results in database analysis area necessitates good knowledge of how and what information has been collected before data is processed, and understanding of the nature of that data to facilitate later analysis process.

For higher education sectors in Sudan, the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, the state’s higher education governing body, is
responsible for collecting, and analyzing higher education statistics from educational institutions such as universities and other institutions for public and private educational sectors. For application and admission processes, students usually apply to Sudanese universities using a standard application form prepared by the Ministry of Higher Education. And then, to improve timely and accurate data collection, those application forms are often collected from northern, eastern, western, and southern states and branches outside the country. Data entry is usually performed manually. After executing many statistical processes, the admission results for applicant students are released on the web site of the Ministry of Higher Education, and other statistical results about percentages of admissions are disseminated annually in a directory book of Higher Education for admissions.

In the last years, database managers of the Ministry of Higher Education, computerized all their collected data and made great efforts to update it as much as possible. They stored their collected data in a form of Ms. Access software.

In general, a complete set of individual records would contain comprehensive information on students’ demographic such as: gender, age, region, high school name, and so on, academic factors include: student’s enrollment data, students’ admissions index number, college name/college symbol, and student certificate information such as high school scores. On the other hand, information about students, who had applied to Sudanese universities but were not admitted, is excluded.

In this section, we identify the original source of the collected data by explaining from where the applicable data were collected in section 4.1.1. We present a detailed description of the collected data along with their original formats in section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 The original source of the collected data

There are different types of admissions in Sudan, such as: general admission, special admission, special admission for academic staff, and special admission for Darfourian students, as well as other categories. This study concentrates on the general admission type because it involves the majority number of students. In addition, this type could be considered as representative of the other types of admission; without ignoring the fact that all other types of admission are affected by it.

These data represent records of students who had applied to Sudanese colleges and records of students who were admitted yearly between the periods of (2005-2009). Among the total number of students who had applied to the Sudanese colleges yearly, a large number of students were admitted into these colleges. However, a huge number of students also did not find a place in these colleges for different reasons, or they did not qualify to meet the required scores for admission in the desired colleges. So their names are automatically dropped from the list of the admitted students. As a result, the collected data represent the actual number of students who were admitted as well as the total number of all students who had applied to Sudanese colleges within the period 2005-2009.

In this study, a large dataset has been collected as a secondary source of data from the Department of General Directorate for Admissions, Certificates’ Authentication and Accreditation at the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research in Sudan.
4.1.2 Describing the collected data

Since the collected data were collected as a heterogeneous data source, these data were collected into two types of data sources: a hard copy of data source and a soft copy. Both have been detailed as follows:

A) The hard copy of the data sources:

This type has been represented by two types of collected data: students’ directory book and students’ application form. Each of them has been explained as follows:

Students’ directory books:

Every year the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research in Sudan, department of general directorate for admission provide students with directory books. The book often consists of about 253 pages, and is divided into 8 chapters. The first chapter contains information about admission regulations for applying to the higher education institutes. The second chapter overviews the available public sector of the higher education institutes. The third chapter contains information about the available private sector of the higher education institutes. The fourth chapter explains the applications steps that each student must follow. The fifth chapter explains the required subjects that qualify each student for applying to corresponding college. The sixth chapter lists names of colleges with their corresponding symbols for general competition. The seventh chapter lists names of colleges with their corresponding symbols for less developed states. The eighth chapter lists names of the technical diplomas and their regulations and symbols. Each book of a current year contains limited information about the required scores for admission in Sudanese colleges in the previous year. For
example, the students’ directory book that had been published in 2006 contains the required scores for admission in Sudanese colleges for year of 2005 and so on.

**Student’s application form:**

Admissions data were initially designed based on information provided by students themselves in the students’ application forms.

The initial dataset in the application form consists of the following data elements:

Application form number, Student’s name, Admission type, Gender, Faculty choices number, Year of birth, Place of birth, Religion, State residency, Major type, Family Income size, High school name, High school graduation year, Associate marks by subjects, Associate degrees earned

**B) The soft copy of the data sources:**

This type of data source is represented by two categories: Access database files, and the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research web site.

**Access database files:**

This access database file consists of 16 tables that cover the period of 2005-2009, where each year is spread across three tables: ADMFR table, ADMFR_ch table, and a FAC table, in addition to one table for all years which is a lookup table for States. For example the three tables of the year 2005 are; ADMFR05, ADMFR05_ch, and FAC05 as shown in tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 below.

**ADMFR table:**

The total number of records within the mentioned period was 4,458,200 records, with each record containing eight fields:
The first field is called FRMNO. This field represents the student’s application form number; the data type in this field is numerical. Since each student has a unique application form number, this field is considered as a primary key field.

The next four fields indicate the full student’s name (first name, middle name, sure name, and the last name) which is broken down into the four fields; NAME1, NAME2, NAME3, and NAME4. The data type in this field is categorical.

The sixth field is CODE. This field represents the students’ high school majors which are coded by numbers. The data type in this field is numerical. There are nine majors of high schools that are coded as follows: Academic = 1, Commercial = 2, Industrial = 3, Agricultural = 4, Hafazah = 5, Scientific Institutes = 6, Nisweya = 7, Arabic Certificates = 8, and Aedeen = 9.

The seventh field is SCNAME. This field shows all the complete names of high schools from which students had taken their final examinations to qualify for applying to Sudanese colleges. The end the NAME field. The data type in this field is categorical.
The eighth and last field of the ADMFR table is FAC field. This field contains a number of symbols that indicate to faculty associated with a certain universities which students were admitted. The data type in this field is numerical. Some values in this field have the number zero which points to students who withdrew their admission application and cancelled their actual enrollment for different reasons. For example, some students did not know the state location of the college where they had applied. Others decided to apply late to private universities instead of public universities or vice versa. There are also some students who repeated the academic year.

**ADMFR_ch table:**

The total number of records in this table within the mentioned period was 4,458,200 records; each record contained 98 fields as shown in table 4.2 and was detailed as follows:

**Table 4.2: ADMFR05_ch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRMNO</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>CH1 - CH 45</th>
<th>AVS1 - AVS45</th>
<th>AV1</th>
<th>CDATE</th>
<th>OLD_STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>............</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- FRMNO field is considered a primary key, so this field is included in this table and represents the first field of the ADMFR_ch table. It represents the student’s application form number; the data type in this field is numerical.
- SEX: is the second field of ADMFR_ch table. It represents student’s sex and is coded as 1 for female and 2 for male students; therefore the data type in this field is numerical.

The fields from CH1 up to CH45 each represent the choice number for each faculty; there are 45 faculties offered in many universities. Students can choose some or all of them in order according to their desire. The data type in this field is numerical; each number represents a certain faculty associated with a certain university.

Fields from AVS1 up to AVS45 indicate Average of student’s grades that met the required percentage for admission in a desired faculty. Each percentage is corresponded to a certain faculty example: AVS1 is the required percentage for faculty choice CH1, AVS2 is the required percentage for faculty choice CH2……..etc, the data type in this field is numerical too.

- AV1: Average grades for competitor students when they have the same grade and the same desired faculty, but there is only one offered place in the desired faculty. The data type in this field is numerical.

- CDATE: represents student’s year of application,

- STAS: represents the state’s name in which student lives. The data type in this field is categorical.

The number of records of ADMFR09 table is 95112; while the number of records of ADMFR09-ch table is 95111.
FAC Table:

The faculty table consists of the following three fields: NUM, NAME, and UNIVERSITYID.

Table 4.3: FAC05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUM</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>UNIVERSITYID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1112</td>
<td>الخرطوم - كلية الدراسات الاقتصادية والاجتماعية</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>كلية الهندسة – بكالاريوس الهندسة الكهرمائية- السودان</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The web site of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research is used as a second soft copy of the data source. Fortunately, we have got most of the useful information from the web site early, because the web site has been updated during the research’s years.

After the data were collected from different data sources, they will be ready for integrating them to build a data base in one storehouse, which is a data warehouse structure. Data warehousing is the topic of the next section.

4.2 Data warehouse

Data warehouse is an appropriate dimensional repository of information collected from multiple sources. We need it when the relevant data are spread out over several databases and physically located at dissimilar and numerous stores. The core of data warehouse is to collect data from heterogeneous sources to be
located at a single store and sorted under a unified schema. Data in a data warehouse repository must be preprocessed well, that is, must be cleaned, transformed, integrated, loaded, and refreshed. Collecting data in a data warehouse implements direct querying and facilitates the process of getting the relevant data that requested by the data analysts for the purpose of decision making.

We have argued our need for data warehousing in our case project in section 4.2.1. Section 4.2.2 will introduce the proposed data warehouse structure.

4.2.1 What is the importance of a data warehouse?

In order to understand the importance of using a data warehouse throughout this research, we overview a brief description of the used database structure that we have replaced with a data warehouse structure; for that, we first have described the admission scenario that is applied by the Ministry of Higher Education and scientific Research.

Admission scenario: The application process starts in June, and as soon as the application cycle for higher education begins, the student goes to an enrollment center to get an application form and his/her directory book. This process is very difficult due to a large number of applicants in addition to the lack of enough time to complete applications. The necessity of having to complete the application on time causes students to make the future decision of their education quickly and may be in appropriately. However, these students are rarely able to make wise decisions themselves, and often rely on their parents or relatives to choose which college they should attend.

The application form consists of two semi-separated parts. The first part contains information about the student associated with her/his obtained grades, in addition to an empty table for 45 college choices which the student must fill in
with his/her desired college. The second part of the application form contains the same student’s application ID that is specified in the first part and the student’s index number. When the student returns to the enrollment center to submit his/her completed application, the admissions officer separates the two parts of the application. The first part remains with the admissions officer and the second part, which contains the student’s index number, remains with the student for following up with the admission process. The index number is necessary for finding out into which college/university a student has been admitted. However, unfortunately, this part of the application can be lost when the admission decisions are released.

After students submit their completed application forms, a stage of data entry process starts. The data entry is a process of converting the information in the students’ application forms from hard copies into soft copies using computers. This processing is done in two stages. The first stage is done at the Ministry of General Education where part of the student’s application form is entered into computers. Often, the student’s demographic information and the student’s scores breakdown is entered in this stage.

After that, the second stage starts during which the rest of the student’s application form will be entered in computers in the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research. In this stage, the number of the student’s choices is entered along with other additional information such as the student’s average score. At the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, all the students’ records are stored in several separated access files which contain relational databases. It is here that all the required calculation is done in order to release the final results of admission. The admission decisions are released throughout many high schools and are posted on the website of the Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan.
As we can see, to some extent, these procedures are complicated, require costly resources, and much time. The resources involved are costly in the sense that the Ministry is obligated to make numerous copies of directory books to distribute to students, and prints of the application form itself. Furthermore, all these admissions procedures are performed manually and data administrators have to delegate a team of typists for the data entry process.

The importance of applying data warehouse technique comes from the scenario of the admission process, which is a process done in two different physical locations: the Ministry of General Education and the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research. That indicates that the data is distributed in different physical locations and different computer storage programs; such as Excel and Access.

As we have seen before, due to a large number of students records, and the limit capacity of the Access, all the data are stored in a separated file of Access, that means the traditional Access software cannot contain all the data in one storage location.

How can decision makers analyze all these distributed data and then make better decisions faster with centralized feature? Nowadays, business intelligence (BI) systems have a great effect on the analysis world; it is the solution for gathering data from different locations, transforming heterogeneous data into homogenous data to be in consistent forms, storing data in a unified cohort, and then diffuse the information to the decision makers. Business intelligence (BI) system can make all these tasks using the concept of a data warehouse. Data warehousing is a result of applying one of the ETL (Extract-Transform - Load) strategies. By using the ETL tools, we could extract data from different storage structures, such as Excel and Access, and transform them into a cohesive structure.
Then, we can load them into a central storage unit to be ready for use in the next mining steps.

### 4.2.2 Data Warehouse Structure

A fact table(s) and other tables called dimensions are components of any data warehouse structure. Each fact table contains two categories: keys of dimensions and measurements. Dimensions can be related to the fact table through a direct and indirect relationship form, while, all measurements must be in the fact table within a direct relationship form.

Consequently, across multiple data warehouse structures there is no data warehouse structure consistency in physical attributes, encoding, measurement of attributes, and so forth. Each data warehouse designer has had free rein to propose his/her own design. His/her only goal is how to create a structure that can effectively handle dimensions & measures for analysis purposes. In this study, one fact table has been created which is called *Fact Admission Table*. This fact table consists of five main dimensions and five measurements. Since the fact table can relate to other dimensions with direct and indirect relationship forms, the term main dimensions indicates dimensions that are within direct relationships with the fact table. All dimensions and measurements are detailed below.

The first dimension is the Date dimension. Since the data warehouse structure is a base for the OLAP (Cube) structure, this dimension is necessary for any data warehouse structure that tends to form an OLAP (Cube) structure in the future. This necessity comes when we need to measure any factor over time. As we want to measure some admission factors over time, our date dimension consists of years within the period 2005 -2009.
The second dimension is the State. This dimension contains information about where student permanently lives. Accordingly, it represents the location of the high school that the student attended. Since Sudan is a large country, each state was associated with its geographical direction in a sub-dimension called state-direction or province. Due to the fact that a large number of Sudanese students reside abroad, another sub-dimension which is called Country has been added to this dimension. Consequently this dimension was hierarchically structured in a form of Country – Province- State.

The third dimension is the Department dimension. This dimension contains information about colleges where students were admitted. This was structured in a hierarchy form of University – faculty- Department- Program Type

The fourth dimension is Student’s High School. This dimension describes the high school where students completed their education and obtained their Sudanese high secondary certificate. Schools were filtered based on: Major (such as academic or agricultural); Designation to categorize schools in Female, Male, or Coed; Ownership to describe whether the school is public or Private; Category to explain the admission type of students in school whether the student is Regular, Home student, or teacher schools.

The last dimension is Student’s sex to categorize students i.e. in Female/Male.

A number of measures have been suggested for this data warehouse structure, these measures include: Scores Average. In view of the fact that each student can apply to 45 college choices, each student can has 45 scores average by subjects. Given that, this measure computes all students’ scores average by subjects; Number of filled choices, because students vary in number of filled choices, one student fills 3 choices, another fills 20 choices and so on. So, this measure counts the number of filled choices for each student. Using this measure,
the Number of filled choices percent measure has been created to calculate the percentage of each number of filled choices out of the total number of the allowed choices. From this measure other measures have been generated such as Maximum and Minimum of filled choices percent; Fact Admissions Count (FAC which counts rows containing the targeted item in the FAC.

We designed dimension tables, their hierarchies, and the fact measures and we then became ready to create a data warehouse structure. Often, a data warehouse structure is chosen based on the number of created fact tables and their relationships with other dimension tables in the relational database structure. Accordingly, since we have created only one fact table having sub-dimensional tables, the Snowflakes structure is convenient to our case. The design of the data warehouse is shown in figure 4.2.
Data warehousing has the greatest role in creating OLAP. Since data warehousing represents a perfect method for storing the cleaned data in a central way, it could be a convenient base for OLAP designing. Therefore, the proposed snowflake schema with its multidimensional structure of a data warehouse has been used as a base for OLAP designing as shown next.

4.3 OLAP Technique

OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing) is a Data mining technique to organize the data using a multidimensional data cube. Data in a cube are distributed along attribute dimensions associated with their measurement values. These values are the cell values in the cube [3, 10]. For example, consider data that represents scores average of student admissions across different states in different years. The measurement attribute is the scores average of each state in a particular year. One of the advantages of using a multidimensional data cube (OLAP) is that each dimension of the cube may have a concept hierarchy, which in turn allows the user to see scores average at different levels of state’s or year’s hierarchy.

In this research, in order to develop an OLAP cube based on data warehouse, we have benefited from the methodology in source [Rob, Ellis 2007] which explained how data can be converted from OLTP to OLAP.

In section 4.3.1, we discuss the proposed OLAP (Cube) structure and its implementations. Programming OLAP to create a smart user interface is the topic of section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 OLAP (Cube) structure

Creating an OLAP structure (cube) using the wizard provided by SQL server analysis services often passes through several steps. The first step is connecting to a warehouse data source. In the second step, a data source view has been created based on the connected data source. The data source view describes how the user looks at his/her data source and checks relationships. After that, a cube has been created using the created data source view. In the creating cube step, we prepared its dimensions with respect to their hierarchies and performed any necessary modifications to the measurements. In the last step, the cube has been deployed and processed to be ready for answering queries.

To build our OLAP structure, we used the data warehouse structure, in section 4.2.2, as a superior data source. Using such data source in analysis services could enable us to process measures along all dimensions. Through this section, we overview implementations of Location and Higher Education dimensions as well as the developed cube implementation.

Figure 4.3 shows implementation of location dimension with its hierarchy i.e. (Country, Province, and State); whereas, figure 4.4 shows implementation of Location dimension when we drill down to Sudan country.
Fig 4.3: implementation of Location Hierarchy

Fig 4.4: implementation of Location dimension with drilling down to Sudan country
Implementation of Higher Education dimension with its hierarchy is shown in figure 4.5 where the University of Al-Quadarif is drilled down to its faculties.

To overview the cube implementation, the following figures show how the cube is implemented and answer different queries based on using different measures across different dimensions in respect to their hierarchies along with date dimension. In this section, we focused on querying the cube dimensions using Scores Average Percent and Filled Choices Percent measures across the period 2005-2009. Figure 4.6.a shows scores average percent for some universities that belong to the Higher Education dimension and for faculties of the University of Khartoum when we drilled down; whereas, Figure 4.6.b shows filled choices percent for the same dimension with drilling down of University of Shandi.
Fig 4.6.a: Implementation of the cube by querying the Higher education dimension about scores average percent
Fig 4.6.b: Implementation of the cube by querying the Higher education dimension about filled choices percent

For the Location dimension, we only queried the cube about Sudan country since it contains the majority of students. Its scores average percent is shown in figure 4.7.a; while its filled choices percent is shown in figure 4.7.b.
**Fig 4.7.a:** Implementation of the cube by querying the Location dimension about scores average percent per province for Sudan country

**Fig 4.7.b:** Implementation of the cube by querying the Location dimension about filled choices percent per province for Sudan country
Hierarchy levels were not created for the High School dimension, however, high schools are filtered for major, School ownership, school’s designation (gender type), and school’s learning methods.

High schools that filtered based on their major are measured by scores average percent and filled choices percent as shown in figure 4.8.a, and figure 4.8.b respectively.

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>Average %</td>
<td>Average %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>70.45%</td>
<td>70.46%</td>
<td>70.32%</td>
<td>69.46%</td>
<td>70.52%</td>
<td>70.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>67.63%</td>
<td>67.66%</td>
<td>67.72%</td>
<td>67.67%</td>
<td>67.64%</td>
<td>67.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>67.08%</td>
<td>67.56%</td>
<td>67.34%</td>
<td>67.20%</td>
<td>66.53%</td>
<td>67.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>70.36%</td>
<td>69.57%</td>
<td>67.77%</td>
<td>65.54%</td>
<td>65.81%</td>
<td>67.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hafalah</td>
<td>77.81%</td>
<td>74.06%</td>
<td>80.74%</td>
<td>74.22%</td>
<td>74.19%</td>
<td>75.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Institutes</td>
<td>73.19%</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
<td>74.33%</td>
<td>74.28%</td>
<td>75.06%</td>
<td>74.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nusaybah</td>
<td>65.98%</td>
<td>65.42%</td>
<td>65.02%</td>
<td>67.58%</td>
<td>70.35%</td>
<td>67.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Certificate</td>
<td>85.05%</td>
<td>88.39%</td>
<td>87.86%</td>
<td>85.75%</td>
<td>85.72%</td>
<td>87.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoleen from abroad</td>
<td>55.53%</td>
<td>57.60%</td>
<td>52.45%</td>
<td>52.65%</td>
<td>74.90%</td>
<td>56.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>70.82%</td>
<td>70.64%</td>
<td>70.76%</td>
<td>70.66%</td>
<td>70.70%</td>
<td>70.76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.8.a:**

The High School dimension is filtered by major and queried by scores average percent.

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filled %</td>
<td>Filled %</td>
<td>Filled %</td>
<td>Filled %</td>
<td>Filled %</td>
<td>Filled %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>33.38%</td>
<td>32.92%</td>
<td>32.67%</td>
<td>31.78%</td>
<td>32.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>32.06%</td>
<td>32.03%</td>
<td>31.81%</td>
<td>33.23%</td>
<td>31.57%</td>
<td>32.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>34.55%</td>
<td>34.76%</td>
<td>33.45%</td>
<td>34.39%</td>
<td>33.99%</td>
<td>34.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>34.07%</td>
<td>27.71%</td>
<td>28.72%</td>
<td>32.11%</td>
<td>24.74%</td>
<td>29.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hafalah</td>
<td>13.53%</td>
<td>18.75%</td>
<td>11.85%</td>
<td>13.42%</td>
<td>15.01%</td>
<td>14.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Institutes</td>
<td>25.50%</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
<td>22.88%</td>
<td>23.11%</td>
<td>21.08%</td>
<td>23.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nusaybah</td>
<td>34.32%</td>
<td>34.81%</td>
<td>35.72%</td>
<td>30.55%</td>
<td>30.07%</td>
<td>33.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Certificate</td>
<td>50.97%</td>
<td>46.21%</td>
<td>45.06%</td>
<td>45.23%</td>
<td>47.95%</td>
<td>47.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoleen from abroad</td>
<td>6.49%</td>
<td>3.31%</td>
<td>6.66%</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
<td>22.22%</td>
<td>7.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>34.64%</td>
<td>33.57%</td>
<td>33.92%</td>
<td>32.77%</td>
<td>31.92%</td>
<td>33.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.8.b:**

The High School dimension is filtered by major and queried by filled choices percent.
Querying the High school dimension which filtered by School’s ownership is shown in figures 4.9.a and 4.9.b respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>69.95%</td>
<td>70.82%</td>
<td>70.69%</td>
<td>70.63%</td>
<td>70.70%</td>
<td>70.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>70.77%</td>
<td>71.08%</td>
<td>71.05%</td>
<td>71.38%</td>
<td>71.47%</td>
<td>71.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>70.09%</td>
<td>70.67%</td>
<td>70.88%</td>
<td>70.80%</td>
<td>70.88%</td>
<td>70.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.9.a:** the High School dimension is filtered by School’s ownership and queried by scores average percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>38.10%</td>
<td>34.33%</td>
<td>33.59%</td>
<td>31.33%</td>
<td>29.25%</td>
<td>33.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>37.65%</td>
<td>34.33%</td>
<td>33.21%</td>
<td>30.92%</td>
<td>29.26%</td>
<td>32.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>38.02%</td>
<td>34.33%</td>
<td>33.51%</td>
<td>31.25%</td>
<td>29.25%</td>
<td>33.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.9.b:** the High School dimension is filtered by School’s ownership and queried by filled choices percent

School’s learning methods, which categorize the student’s admitting to the high school are measured as shown in figures 4.10.a and 4.10.b respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>72.15%</td>
<td>72.28%</td>
<td>71.90%</td>
<td>72.03%</td>
<td>71.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>68.62%</td>
<td>69.58%</td>
<td>69.05%</td>
<td>69.43%</td>
<td>69.46%</td>
<td>69.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Schools</td>
<td>68.86%</td>
<td>69.75%</td>
<td>69.77%</td>
<td>69.11%</td>
<td>69.13%</td>
<td>69.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>70.37%</td>
<td>70.88%</td>
<td>70.80%</td>
<td>70.88%</td>
<td>70.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.10.a:** the High School dimension is filtered by School’s learning methods and queried by scores average percent
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Fig 4.10.b: the High School dimension is filtered by School’ learning methods and queried by filled choices percent

Last years the numbers of females versus males are rapidly increasing in Sudan. This fact is reflected through the numbers of students in the high schools or in the higher education. Measuring of the high schools that filtered based on female, male, coed is shown in figures 4.11.a and 4.11.b respectively.

Fig 4.11.a: Measuring of the high schools by score average percent according to their type.

Fig 4.11.b: Measuring of the high schools by filled choices percent according to their type.
Furthermore, all students who were admitted to the higher education are measured through sex dimension. Results are shown in figures 4.12.a and 4.12.b respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex Key ▼</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
<td>Scores Average Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>70.22%</td>
<td>71.26%</td>
<td>71.31%</td>
<td>71.20%</td>
<td>71.24%</td>
<td>71.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>69.98%</td>
<td>70.14%</td>
<td>70.31%</td>
<td>70.38%</td>
<td>70.51%</td>
<td>70.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>70.09%</td>
<td>70.37%</td>
<td>70.30%</td>
<td>70.80%</td>
<td>70.80%</td>
<td>70.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.12.a:** Female Vs Male are measured by scores average percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex Key ▼</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
<td>Filled Choices Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37.51%</td>
<td>33.50%</td>
<td>32.62%</td>
<td>30.74%</td>
<td>26.61%</td>
<td>32.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>38.58%</td>
<td>35.25%</td>
<td>34.49%</td>
<td>31.87%</td>
<td>29.61%</td>
<td>33.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>38.02%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>33.51%</td>
<td>31.20%</td>
<td>29.25%</td>
<td>33.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4.12.b:** Female Vs Male are measured by filled choices percent

Through our developed OLAP cube, we also used another measure, maximum scores average, rather than scores average percent and filled choices percent. With that measure, we could indicate the maximum scores average along different dimensions and across our selected years. Figures 4.13.a and 4.13.b show how we could use that measure along the location dimension to measure the maximum scores average per province and per state respectively.
We used the same measure along the high school dimension to indicate the maximum scores average of students per admission type, per major, per ownership, and per high school’s type (Female Vs Male). Figures (4.14.a – 4.14.d) show that respectively.
**Fig. 4.14.a:** The maximum scores average of students per admission type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Method</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>92.57</td>
<td>93.86</td>
<td>92.57</td>
<td>93.86</td>
<td>93.29</td>
<td>93.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Schools</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>94.86</td>
<td>94.86</td>
<td>94.43</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.14.b:** The maximum scores average of students per high school’s major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>97.32</td>
<td>96.36</td>
<td>96.36</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>96.46</td>
<td>97.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>88.36</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>87.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>99.03</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>86.57</td>
<td>85.36</td>
<td>85.14</td>
<td>86.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Institutes</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>95.29</td>
<td>94.57</td>
<td>93.36</td>
<td>97.43</td>
<td>97.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navayoth</td>
<td>79.29</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Certificate</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aseem from abroad</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90.71</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.14.c:** The maximum scores average of students per high school’s ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Ownership</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>96.12</td>
<td>95.66</td>
<td>95.43</td>
<td>96.46</td>
<td>96.46</td>
<td>96.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.14.d:** The maximum scores average of students per high school’s type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Type</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
<td>Maximum Scores Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>96.12</td>
<td>96.36</td>
<td>96.57</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>96.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>97.32</td>
<td>96.14</td>
<td>95.41</td>
<td>96.48</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, with our developed OLAP cube, we could use different measures along different dimensions. Then, we could produce significant reports; but unfortunately, such reports have not been designed for end users and cannot be deployed as stand-alone application. For that, we developed a system that could contribute smartly towards enabling end users to browse data cube with friendly user interface. We have described our developed OLAP system and how end users can query it next.

### 4.3.2 OLAP programming

The proposed system is an interactive and smart analysis (OLAP) system which enables users to perform statistical operations on any data structures in a multidimensional form. It was developed for the field of education. The intended users of the system are the students who intend to enroll in Sudanese universities. The proposed system is expected to actively help students in choosing the proper university/college among large options of colleges/universities. Moreover, this system providentially empowers enrollment officers of the Ministry of Higher Education with useful knowledge. Such knowledge could help them in the decision making process in line of enhancing education in Sudan.

Datasets for data mining applications are often large, real world data, dynamic, prone to updates, and pre-existing compared to datasets for statistical applications which are often limited, static, and user generated.

Our collected databases are numerous, and they consist of real data that was collected from the Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan. These pre-existing data
represent records of the students who had applied to Sudanese universities and were admitted into one within the period 2005-2009.

Users may query OLAP by choosing the dimensions they want to examine/analyze. For example, the users can choose “Sudan” as the “country”, (2005) as the “date”, and (FAC) as the “measure” as shown in figure 4.15. The upper part of the window in the figure shows the pull-down selection menus. The bottom part shows results of the queries. For the selected dimensions in the input pane, the results are shown in the output pane.

Fig.4.15: The system uses FAC to measure admissions for Sudan at 2005
Users can query that system by using another measure. They can drill-down any dimension to retrieve their targeted data. As an example, we used the measure of the (Maximum Scores Average) for female students at 2009. To perform such queries users may select more dimensions; figure 4.16 shows that users can choose the (Academic) major from the High school dimension, (Sudan) as the country, additionally they can choose the University of Khartoum from Student’s Higher Education dimension, and then they can drill-down along the same dimension by choosing (Faculty of Science) as the faculty. The response of the system shows a percentage of 88.43. In the same manner, when we executed the same query for male students instead of females, the response of the system shows a percentage of 85.43. Figure 4.17, indicates that, for the chosen date, major, faculty, and location dimensions, female students got higher scores over male students.

**Fig.4.16:** Maximum scores average for female students who chose the academic major in their high school, and they were admitted in the University of Khartoum - faculty of Science at 2009.
Fig. 4.17: Maximum scores average for male students who chose the academic major in their high school, and they were admitted in the University of Khartoum - faculty of Science at 2009.

A user is expected to follow the hierarchically designed selection system. That is, the user is not allowed to choose a province before a country or a faculty before a university.

One of the advantages of using OLAP is that it analyzes huge records statistically. It also performs analysis at the sub-records level. A sub-record is a version of the record that underwent reduction in the number of dimensions, the measures or both to build an OLAP system with fast response and reduced cost.

Several studies have drawn attention to limitations of OLAP technology in the context of the required intelligence for concluding relationships. To confirm the analytical power of OLAP technique, it could be integrated with other Data
mining techniques such as Association Rules Mining and Classification, which produced a new term in Data mining that is called OLAP mining or On-Line Analytical Mining (OLAM) technology. Data mining based on OLAP is discussed in the next section.

4.4 Data mining Process

Both OLAP and data mining techniques are valuable analytical tools in the knowledge discovery process. Whereas OLAP techniques can answer users’ queries that relate to the concept of data aggregation, data mining techniques can answer users’ queries that related to the concept of data analysis based on data correlation in order to discover useful knowledge. In the previous section, we could use the OLAP technique to answer some typical questions such as: what is the total number of students who were admitted in the University of Khartoum in the determined years in Sudan country?, what is the filled choices percent of students who applied to Sudanese universities regarding different states and different high schools that students belong to?, what is the maximum and minimum score averages for male and female students, respectively? A Data Mining process is mainly performed based on a restricted question that has been professionally asked. Through this section, we discuss how we could use data mining techniques to answer some typical questions such as: what is the demographic information of students who like to apply to Sudan University or to colleges of Medicine for example?, what percentages of choices should be recommended to these particular students to fill?, what is the estimated score averages for students who completed their education and took the national standard certificate examination from public high schools Vs Private ones?, how does the students’ sex affect the admissions
regarding some factors such as: students’ location, students’ admissions category (Regular Vs Home student)?

A data mining question often consists of a number of concepts and includes: attribute, which is a single piece of data that provides data miners with information about an example,
States, which represents all the possible values that can be associated with each categorical attribute, i.e. a school’s major attribute may have the states of Academic or Agricultural, and so forth
Case, which represents the entity data miners are mining.

Thorough understanding of the case may well indicate a thorough understanding of the problem to be solved and leads to getting better expected results. Identifying a case depends on determining an anonymous factor (s) about a targeted analysis. Therefore, a case can play the role of attribute and vice versa; for example, data miners may want to know what factors impacted the students’ admissions in states. For this situation, the case can very well be the student’s state because data miners are interested in attributes about states that impact admissions. Conversely, in a situation where data miners want to examine how the state itself contributes to the students’ admissions overall country, the state would be an attribute because it becomes one of the independent factors to be used in the analysis. A case in this situation would be something like a measurement that includes the student’s state name, student’s scores average, and other attributes.

In the previous sections, we suggested a data warehouse structure that consisted of only one fact table; the fact table was associated with dimensions that included students’ location, students’ high schools, students’ higher education...etc. It also included a few numeric measures such as: students’ scores average, percentages of faculty choices that filled by students, maximum and minimum of both scores average and filled choices percentage respectively. Some of these dimensions were
normalized to other related dimensions where they formed snowflakes data warehouse structure. We built our OLAP based on snowflakes data warehouse structure. In this section, we proposed to build a new OLAP based on a Star data warehouse structure, where we could use it in the mining process. The proposed star data warehouse structure consisted of only one fact table in addition to four dimensions; College, Date, Student, and High school. Figure 4.18 shows the proposed cube that built based on a star data warehouse structure, and also shows the proposed attributes for each dimension and the fact table.

By developing a cube, the data would be ready for starting a mining process to answer some considered questions. In regards to our target questions that can to be answered by building data mining process structure, we had put in mind the required structure of a database for a specific data mining technique that we used for the mining process. Since we have planned to use the association rule mining technique, the association rule mining technique considers the basket market
concept, in which each customer can buy many items. Similarly, in our project, each student can apply up to 45 faculty choices, and each choice was associated with its student’s scores average. This generated two concepts; on one hand it generated the concept of one-to-many relationship, where each student can apply up to 45 choices of faculties and has her/his own scores average for each applied choice. This relationship is illustrated in figure 4.19.

![One-to-Many Relationship Diagram](image)

**Fig.4.19:** one-to-many relationship- each student can apply to many faculty choices and has many scores average

On the other hand, it generated the concept of Nested table. The nested table is a column in the database with a data type of table. To demonstrate this concept, the two tables in figure 4.19 were combined together to associate each student with her/his choices and scores as shown in figure 4.20. Figure 4.20 shows that the student of key of 1 has applied to three faculty choices CH1, CH2, CH3 and each choice has its associated scores averages 77.65, 80.00, 85.33 respectively. The Choices_ID column is a nested table that related to the case level table (Fact admission table) through the Student_key attribute. The concept of nested table is an essential item in applying association rule mining technique where it depends on existence of 1- n relationship type.
Unfortunately such structure is not a popular structure for mining models built on OLAP, where the case level table is a fact table and the nested table is one of the dimensions. Many questions can be answered by mining models that are created from the mining structure; however, it is difficult to mine data directly from the fact table as in figure 4.20. For example, analyzing the students’ scores average at the city level can be extremely intricate for many data mining algorithms because there are too many cities, especially for a large country as Sudan. Though, when data is aggregated to the state/province level, these algorithms may easily discover any hidden patterns.

Probably, the best way to build a mining model based on OLAP is to include the case level table as one of the dimensions, and to have the nested table always come from one of the fact tables using another dimension attribute as the nested key. How we can build such structure is the topic of section 4.4.2.
One of our proposed research questions was, “how do the students, based on their demographics (Sex, Country, State, etc.), affect the admissions process, as well as the scores average percent of students, where it was a measure that contained the aggregated value of each choice for each student.

A Data Mining process mainly can be done through several stages. These stages start with suggesting a mining structure based on a specified problem, then generating a mining model from the suggested mining structure. With the mining model, data miners must define the problem and formulate an object. Also, they can describe what the example data looks like and how they should use the data mining algorithm to interpret the data. In the next stage data miners train the mining model by providing the data examples to the chosen algorithm. The algorithm uses the defined problem that is described by data miners in the mining model in order to examine the data and extract the patterns. These extracted patterns by the algorithm are analyzed to perform predictions or deductions of information. For purposes of testing and validating predictions, data miners provide the chosen algorithm with new data. The new data are formulated in the same way as the training examples.

The mining structure and the mining model are two major objects that are used to manifest these stages, as described in the next two sections.

4.4.1 The Mining Structure

A mining structure is a list of data columns that will be available when creating models. Those columns are associated with information about them such as their data types and appropriate ways of handling them; some algorithms accept only continuous data, whereas other algorithms accept only categorical data.
Figure 4.21 represents one of our proposed structures; it shows proposed columns that associated with their data types and appropriate ways of handling them.

In general a mining structure describes the shape of the problem, additionally; it contains all of the models that are used to analyze the source data of the structure. Since a mining structure defines the domain of a mining problem, it provides models with a superset of columns to create attributes; likewise, it also provides models with a superset of rows to create cases.

To answer questions such as how the students, based on their demographics (Sex, Country, Province, State, etc.), affect the admissions process in certain colleges in regards to student’s province. We suggested developing an OLAP mining structure as shown in figure 4.22. We could partially use this structure to create several mining models.

![Mining model structure](image)

**Fig.4.21:** A mining Model Structure

Our OLAP mining structure, as shown in figure 4.22, consists of two ’’tables’’ for this model. The case ’’table’’ on the left represents the case dimension ’’Student’’, with all Student properties and a set of measures. The nested ’’table’’ on the right represents the fact admission table.
4.4.2 The Mining Model

A mining model is the object that transforms rows of data into cases and columns into attributes and then performs the machine learning using a specified Data mining algorithm. When a mining model is trained, it contains the patterns that the algorithm derived from the data. A model can then be used against new data to predict any output columns that were specified during its creation.

Through this model we planned to analyze student’s admissions in universities in regards to her/his province. Figure 4.23 provides a relational view of our developed OLAP mining model. The model analyzes student’s admissions based on student’s demographics; the list of student’s filled faculty choices, scores average, and the associated admission date. In this model we specified DimStudent dimension to be as a case dimension and Student_ID to be a dimension key. We chose province attribute from DimStudent table as a case level attribute. It contained province name values such as (North, Middle, East, West, and South). It
had a 1-n relationship with dimension key (Student_ID) where each province can contain many students.

In our proposed case structure, some mining model attributes come directly from relational tables (dimension tables), such as province name, and admission date. Some attributes directly come from nested table (the fact admission table), such as student’s scores average measure, while others come indirectly from nested table that was connected to the fact table, such as university name, where it joined to the fact admission table by the Department_ID. Our proposed case structure is shown in figure 4.24.

![Diagram of the proposed case structure](image)

**Fig.4.23:** A relational view of an OLAP mining model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student_ID</th>
<th>Student_sex</th>
<th>Admission_year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Province</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Admission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Khartoum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH1</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH3</td>
<td></td>
<td>85.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig.4.24:** The proposed case structure
In this model, referring to the developed cube on figure 4.18, the case table was the DimStudent dimension, and the nested table was DimCollege dimension which was associated with information of scores average percent from the Fact admission table. We named it Student_Admission_Model. Figure 4.25 shows our proposed Mining Model which contains our proposed mining algorithm, plus a list of columns from the mining structure.

![Image of Mining Model](image.png)

**Fig.4.25:** A Mining Model of Student_Admission_Model

Since a Mining Model is the application of a mining algorithm to the data in a mining structure, referring to developed mining model as shown in figure 4.25, we used the association rules mining algorithm to build a large association rule based on the previous mining structure. The Microsoft Association Rules algorithm is mainly performed in two steps; the first step is to find frequent itemsets. The second step is to generate association rules based on frequent itemsets. The Student_Admission_Model was designed to discover Province based on student’s admission. The discovered rules were filtered based on the Province name and cover all the considered admission years. The found itemsets and the representation for visualizing the discovered rules for each province are shown in the next figures (4.26.a, 4.30.b).
Fig. 4.26.a: The found itemsets for the Middle province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.26.b: Other found itemsets for the Middle province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Existing, Province = Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 4.26.c: The rest of the found itemsets for the Middle province

Fig. 4.26.d: The discovered rules for the Middle province
**Fig. 4.27.a:** The found itemsets for the North province

**Fig. 4.27.b:** The discovered rules for the North province
Fig. 4.28.a: The found itemsets for the West province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Itemsets</th>
<th>Dependency Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum support:</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum itemset size:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Show:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rows:</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Show long name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Itemset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>د.ğريان، الأمر، الشهيد، Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>آلماني النهل، Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.28.b: Another found itemsets for the West province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Itemsets</th>
<th>Dependency Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum support:</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum itemset size:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Show:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rows:</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Show long name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Itemset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65741</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7776</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7452</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7043</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6960</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6902</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4971</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4470</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2668</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2627</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2380</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1523</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1551</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1545</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>922</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>763</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Existing, Province = West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Itemsets: 43
Fig. 4.28.c: The discovered rules for the West province

Fig. 4.29.a: The found itemsets for the East province
Fig. 4.29.b: The discovered rules for the East province

Fig. 4.30.a: The found itemsets for the South province
Another type of Association rules mining algorithm representation for visualizing the results is the Dependency Net view. Figure 4.31.a shows the Dependency Net view for the Student_Admision_Model. As you may notice, the relationships are not between model attributes, but instead are between attribute values. Figure 4.31.b shows the East province has no association with any college.

Fig.4.30.b: The discovered rules for the South province

Fig.4.31.a: The dependency net view of Student_Admision_Model
Fig. 4.31.b: The dependency net view shows that The East province has no association with any college.

We can use different algorithms with each model in a structure, or we can use the same algorithm with the same model to build different models with different parameters in the structure. That enables us to answer different questions on the same data set. Through this project, we built another model using the same algorithm with different parameters called Student_sex. Through that model, we studied the correlations between students’ admissions and students’ sex in regards to admission years. Figure 4.32 shows its dependency net view.
For further mining on data, we investigated the associations between the high school major, student sex, and student province respectively. To do so, we created two models; High_School_Major_Sex and Major_Province model. Figure 4.33 shows their mining model structure.

**Fig.4.32:** The dependency net view of admissions based student’s sex

**Fig.4.33:** A Mining Model of both High_School_Major_Sex and Major_Province Models
Through High_Schoo_Major_Sex model, we searched for any associations between the high school major and student sex; we found results shown in following figures: figure 4.34, shows our found itemsets, figure 4.35 shows the generated rules, and figure 4.36 shows the dependency net view of admissions based student’s sex and student’s major

**Fig.4.34:** The found itemsets for the of High_Schoo_Major_Sex Model

**Fig.4.35:** The discovered rules for the of High_Schoo_Major_Sex Model
Fig.4.36: The dependency net view of High_Schoo_Major_Sex Model

Through Major_Province model we looked for any associations between the high school major and student province; we found results shown in following figures: figure 4.37 shows our found itemsets, figure 4.38 shows the generated rules, and figure 4.39 shows the dependency net view of admissions based student’s major and student’s province
Fig. 4.37: The found itemsets for the Major_Province Model

Fig. 4.38: The discovered rules for the Major_Province Model
Traditional data analysis methods are often used to write statistical queries about data. Through this chapter, we could slice the data using On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools to answer many queries about an educational data; for example we could find out how many male students admitted in various colleges versus female students, their associated scores average, etc. We could also write a query to see various factors along multi dimensions. However, such traditional methods are very convenient to perform statistical operations on data in multidimensional structures, but they are limited to find the relationship between items and we regularly must write dozens of queries to cover all the possible combinations. In contrast, the data mining approach is the solution to such problems; it reduces the queries number by allowing users to ask a question in terms of data that can support many hypotheses and then explore them with users. Through this chapter, we could use two types of data warehouse structures; snowflakes to develop the OLAP system and star structure for the data mining process.
In general, OLAP and data mining techniques are very effective analytical tools in the data mining world. OLAP is superior at aggregating a large amount of multidimensional data; it enables users to perform some statistical operations on substructures of any data cube structure. Whereas, data mining is superior at finding the hidden patterns of a huge data set; it enables users to analyze correlations among attribute values.

Automatic methodologies are commonly used to analyze data to find hidden patterns in the data mining process. Association rules mining is one of such automatic methodologies. Data mining algorithms that could be applied to a data set analyze data to produce patterns that could be explored for valuable information. These patterns can be in a form of rules and then used for reporting. Through this chapter, we could find many associations among data of students.

Having discussions with various academicians and colleges in different institutions helped us in finding, presenting the techniques, processing and applying data mining in higher education data in Sudan.
Chapter 5

Evaluation and Conclusions

In the context of using data mining techniques in higher education domain, we found that most of the published works used data mining techniques other than the association mining technique. They often used predictive techniques such as; classification to predict student success in a certain course, predict student enrollment in a certain college, etc. Through our study, we participated in using the association mining technique in higher education domain to investigate admissions to a number of the Sudanese universities.

Limited works have been undertaken to develop a client application using OLAP structure. With this study, we introduce the first client application in Sudan that was developed based on OLAP structure.

Hard work has helped us to accomplish deeply mined students’ data using some of the data mining techniques; the greatest efforts went to data preprocessing stage. The main strategy of this research methodology was divided into two paths: developing an OLAP system and applying the association rules mining as one of data mining techniques. The developed OLAP system provides end users with only one friendly user interface, through that, users can query the OLAP system across different dimensions and get quick answers in a short time. The developed OLAP system strongly helps decision makers of the Ministry of Higher Education in making their right decisions based on integrated information. Through applying the association rules mining technique, we could find many correlations between the students attributes. Such correlations could be exploited in decision making process that relate to application and admissions processes in Sudanese universities.
From our developed OLAP cube, many reports were generated, as well as analyzed based on generated rules from the association rules mining. We discuss those reports in section 5.1. In the previous chapter, we developed some mining models; those models will be interpreted and evaluated in section 5.2. Conclusions of this research are the topic of section 5.3. We offer some recommendations and researches for the future in section 5.4.

5.1 Results

This section of the chapter sets out some results that were produced from implementations of OLAP cube and data mining process.

All reports from OLAP cube, as presented in the previous chapter, were produced by using three measures: scores average percent, filled choices percent, and maximum scores average. Those measures were performed along different dimensions; they covered the period of (2005 - 2009). Furthermore, a grand total column summed results across all years as noted in any report. For measuring filled choices percent, the results were shown in figures 4.6.b, 4.7.b, 4.8.b, 4.9.b, 4.10.b, 4.11.b, and 4.12.b. In general, this measure was tested across all dimensions by observing the grand total column. All reports registered a percentage of < 50 percent. Measuring scores average percent of admissions was done along dimensions of college, location, high school, and student’s sex. Table 5.1 summarizes some results produced by observing the grand total column values of each report in figures (4.6.a – 4.12.a).
Table 5.1: Measuring of scores average percent along several dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Name</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Grand total of scores average percent (2005 - 2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>69.48 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>71.86 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North</td>
<td>71.56 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South</td>
<td>68.29 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West</td>
<td>66.95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>70.46 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>67.66 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>67.35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>67.24 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Institutes</td>
<td>74.32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hafaza</td>
<td>75.40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neswyha</td>
<td>67.61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arabic Certificate</td>
<td>87.05 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aedeen (from abroad)</td>
<td>58.38 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public (Ownership)</td>
<td>70.58 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private (Ownership)</td>
<td>71.18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular (Admission)</td>
<td>71.97 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home (Admission)</td>
<td>69.14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers Schools (Admission)</td>
<td>68.80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (Type)</td>
<td>70.66 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male (Type)</td>
<td>70.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coed (Type)</td>
<td>71.93 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Sex</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>71.06 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>70.33 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many times data miners may want to facilitate exploring data more thoroughly in order to help decision makers in making right and quick decisions. Therefore we used maximum scores average along different dimensions as well as
in the previous table. Table 5.2 shows some results produced by observing the grand total column values of each report in figures (4.13.a – 4.14.b).

**Table 5.2:** Measuring of maximum scores average along several dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Name</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Grand total of maximum scores average (2005 - 2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>98.83 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North</td>
<td>95.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West</td>
<td>97.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>97.32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>87.14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>86.57 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>78.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Institutes</td>
<td>97.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hafaza</td>
<td>99.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neswyha</td>
<td>79.29 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arabic Certificate</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aedeen (from abroad)</td>
<td>93.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public (Ownership)</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private (Ownership)</td>
<td>96.48 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular (Admission)</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home (Admission)</td>
<td>93.86 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers Schools (Admission)</td>
<td>95.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (Type)</td>
<td>96.86 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male (Type)</td>
<td>99.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coed (Type)</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the greatest advantages of data mining techniques is that they enable us to generate results for both aggregated and individual items. We can develop
model that could be used to find associations between each college and students who belong to a certain province.

Student_Admission_Model was designed to predict associations between: student’s province and student’s preference college; province was filtered based on the province name to give an individual report for each province. Data mining process produced three types of results: itemset, generated rules and dependency net views. We summarized reports of generated Itemsets from that model as shown in figures 4.26.a, 4.30.b and in table 5.3. Generated rules are summarized in table 5.4.

**Table5.3: Itemsets for Student_Admission_Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Maximum Support</th>
<th>Minimum Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Omdurman aleslamiah</td>
<td>Alsharaq Elahleya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Wadi Elniel</td>
<td>Elemam Elhadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Kurdofan</td>
<td>Africa Alalemiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Elbaher Elahmer</td>
<td>Omdurman Alahleya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Juba</td>
<td>Quraan Kareem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table5.4: The generated rules for Student_Admission_Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Maximum Probability (Confidence)</th>
<th>Minimum Probability (Confidence)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University Name</td>
<td>Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Elniel Alazraq</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Wadi Elniel</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Niyala Elteghaneia</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Kassala Elteghaneia</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Rumbake</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two other mining models were developed to study how the high school major often is associated with some student’s demographics. High_Schoo_Major_Sex model was developed to find the associations between the
high school major and student’s sex, whereas Major_Province model was developed to find the associations between the high school major and student’s province. Table 5.5 describes itemsets resulting of the implementations of association rules mining algorithm on the both models. Results were summarized in figures 4.35, and 4.38.

**Table5.5: Itemsets of High_Schoo_Major_Sex model and Major_Province model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Maximum Support</th>
<th>Minimum Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item Name</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High_Schoo_Major_Sex</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major_Province</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many results could be generated from our developed mining models implementations, but which of them could be significant? The next section evaluates those generated results.

**5.2 Evaluation and Discussion**

Through this research, we could approve advantages of using data mining techniques against traditional statistical analysis tools; we could use data mining techniques to handle large data sets where we could analysis 446112 records of real word data. Additionally, we could apply very efficient and scalable algorithms on historical and updatable sort of data. Those data were stored in a centralized data repository called Data Warehouse to be available for decision makers. With data mining techniques, decision makers could easily interpret results without the
need of expert user guidance unlike traditional statistical analysis tools where their results are difficult to understand by end users. Moreover, we could use data mining techniques to measure students’ admissions along different angles i.e. Students’ admissions per province, per state, per high school major, per student’s sex, etc.

We developed an OLAP cube which provided us with many reports of its implementations. By using those reports of OLAP cube implementations, we could investigate some findings that should be discussed. For example, Figures 4.6.a – 4.12.b show that when we measured filled choices percent along different dimensions, all reports registered a percentage of < 50 percent. Those figures also show that students who belong to middle and north of Sudan have the similar percentages of scores average percent and filled choices percent. Additionally, we found that students who belong to south of Sudan have achieved the smallest filled choices percent (24.62 % as shown in figure 4.7.b). Using table1, we noted that students who belong to west of Sudan have achieved the lowest scores average percent comparing with other provinces. The less scores average percent (66.95 % as shown in figure 4.7.a) achieved by students who belong to west of Sudan reflects the bad effects of war and unstable situations on the education sector.

Sudan has a large agricultural land, a long Nile; however, students who chose the agricultural major in their high school had achieved the semi lowest scores average percent (67.24 %) comparing with other high school majors. Table1 shows that the lowest scores average percent, when it measured against all the high school majors, was “Adeeen”. That major contains student who came back from abroad; their scores average percent was 58.38 % over all the five years. At that period of years, a small difference appeared in scores average percent between public high schools and private high schools. Public high schools had achieved scores average percent of 70.58 % whereas private high schools had achieved scores average percent of
71.18%. Students who admitted in high schools as regular, then they repeated their academic year due to their low scores average percent; they were often admitted again in high schools as teacher schools or home students. The category of teacher schools had achieved the lowest scores average percent (68.80%) compared with other types of admissions where they achieved 71.97% and 69.14% for regular and home respectively. Table 5.1 also shows that students who studied at high schools for Coed had achieved the highest scores average percent compared with students who studied at high schools for female and male respectively.

When we measured maximum scores average along location dimension, the Northern Province showed the lowest maximum scores average (95.43%) compared with other provinces as shown in table 5.2. Table 5.2 shows that, again, the agricultural major had achieved the lowest maximum scores average (78.00%) compared with other high school majors. It also shows that students who had graduated from private high schools had achieved the lowest maximum scores average compared with who had graduated of public high schools. In contrast, students who had graduated from coed high schools had achieved the highest maximum scores average compared with others who had graduated from female/male high schools.

Nevertheless, all values on both tables 5.1 and 5.2 were summarized from reports that generated from our developed OLAP cube implementations.

Reports generated from OLAP cube often are not accessible by end users. To enable end users to access those reports, a smart graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed as a result of programming an OLAP system. GUI typically displays a representation to the end users in controllable form. The user could then specify a query by selecting certain dimensions. If we compared the developed OLAP system with traditional data analysis systems, we find that through OLAP system we could build a summarized base level of data; for instance, we could
query the system about scores average of students who applied to Sudanese universities at 2005, who belong to the Northern Province in Sudan, and are females. Also, we could benefit from the aggregation of data to navigate to various levels of aggregation with multidimensional views of the data. For example, using some OLAP operations as slicing, dicing, drilling down, and rolling up, we could measure admissions of students at different levels such as admissions per country, admissions per province, or admissions per state. Using our developed OLAP system, users can work with the databases and tables without need to know any knowledge of query language or SQL and do not need to type any query, but they only need to choose their desired dimensions according to their queries. As soon as users selected their dimensions to form their query, our developed OLAP will respond to them in seconds at the bottom area of the single user interface shown in figure 5.1.

Database programmers often need to write very complex codes in order to answer only one query about data; for example to answer a query such as: what is the scores average of students who live in Khartoum state, applied to Ahfad university for women, and got their high secondary certificate from public schools? To answer such queries, database programmers may need to develop multiple views among very complicated code; they also need more time to get their appropriate results. Which OLAP programmers do not? Our developed OLAP system in Figure 5.1 shows how users could easily answer such query by selecting their desired cases among different dimensions. Developing a client application based on traditional database will enforce end users to query the data about only their developed views and provides them with limited freedom of choosing multiple cases. In contrast, using OLAP system has beneficial effects to end users in allowing them to feel free in formulating their queries from different
dimensions. Those beneficial effects were confirmed due to the exceptional structure of OLAP.

By developing our OLAP system we could answer typical questions that related to the concept of data aggregation. To analyze data based on the concept of data correlation in order to discover useful knowledge, we developed several data mining models. All the collected data were partitioned randomly into two data sets: training and testing. The training data set was used to develop our developed models, whereas the testing set was used to validate the model developed by the training data set. All models applied only one type of data mining techniques, which was association rules mining technique. The only differences between all developed models were due to their different parameters or difference in ways of using the parameters. All models resulted in associations between several admissions’ factors; for example, we could study associations between students who belong to a certain province and their preference college, we could study students’ admissions based on the association between students who belong to a
certain province and their sex. In general, we could answer some of our research questions such as how the students based on their demographics (Sex, Country, State, etc.) affect the admissions process.

Luckily, however the association rules mining technique is categorized as one of descriptive data mining techniques; it could be also used as a predictive data mining technique. Through our research we could create several predictive models using the association rules mining technique. Those predictive models predicted outputs (Predictive Only) based on knowing their associated inputs. The term “Predictive only” indicates that output could not be used as input at the same time. Figure 5.2 illustrates the general idea of our developed predictive models’ task.

Prediction results of our developed predictive models were evaluated in several ways. Since we used the association rules mining technique, our developed models’ prediction results were evaluated using reports of: itemsets found, generated rules, and dependency net views of the developed predictive models.

The itemsets reports produced the frequent itemsets associated with their support and size. Through the “Support” of generated itemset, we could measure the popularity of an itemset; whereas, through the “Size” of the found itemset, we could determine the number of iteration that the algorithm could scan in the data set and count the supports for each generated itemset. For example, the algorithm founds all frequent itemsets with size = 1 in the first iteration; the second iteration
found the frequent itemsets of size = 2 based on the result of first iteration (size = 1) and so on.

Reports of generated rules efficiently produced the popular generated rules; each rule was associated with its probability (confidence) and its importance. Through the “Probability” of the generated rule, we could measure the reliability of each rule; the higher the value of the probability (confidence), indicated the more often that set of items was associated together. Whereas, through the “importance” of the generated rule, we could measure the interesting score and the usefulness of each rule; i.e. the higher the importance score the better the quality of the rule is. Table 5.6.a shows the bases of applying the importance values for itemsets on two items A and B in order to specify the associations between them. Table 5.6.b shows the bases of applying the importance values for rules on two items A and B.

**Table 5.6.a:** Applying “importance” measure on two items A and B for itemsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance value</th>
<th>Description of associations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>= 1</td>
<td>A and B are independent items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>A and B are negatively associated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>A and B are positively associated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.6.b:** Applying “importance” measure on two items A and B for rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance value</th>
<th>Description of associations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>= 0</td>
<td>There is no association between A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>The probability of B goes up when A is true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0</td>
<td>The probability of B goes down when A is true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study also evaluated the predictions from our developed models by using reports of dependency net views; the dependency net views graphically described the relationships between attribute values instead of model attributes.

Considering all pervious evaluation concepts, we applied those concepts on our developed models. By implementations of Student_Admission_Model, we noticed that most of the itemsets were discovered at size = 2; while the minimum support was set to 70. By taking a look at the itemsets reports generated from that model, as shown in table 5.3, we could deduce that, although the middle province usually contains students from all other provinces, the University of Omdurman Aleslamiah was very attractive for students who belong to the middle province. The University of Omdurman Aleslamiah has a lot of faculties of different specializations including most of the Islamic studies. It has many buildings that are distributed throughout all the country, enabling female students to study at separated buildings from male students. Female students are enforced to wear Islamic hijab. Students’ preference for such universities could indicate the high Islamic spirit of students who live in the middle province. The associations between other universities and provinces indicated that most of the students prefer to be admitted to universities that are located in the same province where they live. The minimum support values in table 5.3 shows students who belong to South of Sudan have a lower preference for admission at the University of El Quraan Kareem, which indicates logically that these results are justified since most of people from the southern province are not Muslims.

To evaluate results in table 5.4, we applied concepts in table 5.6. In regard to importance values provided in table 5.4, we deduced that students who belong to middle province may not be admitted to Elnieel Alazraq university although they achieved the maximum probability, since their importance of rules have a negative correlation, as did the students who belong to west province. Rule sets generated
by Association rules mining technique showed that most of the students prefer to be admitted in their local province. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarized the results of itemsets and generated rules by implementations of Student_Admission_Model. Student_Admission_Model was also evaluated by using dependency net view as shown in figures 4.31.a and 4.31.b. Each edge of a dependency net view represents a pair wise association rule. The slider is associated with rules that scored the higher importance values. Figure 4.31.b shows that students who belong to the east province did not associate with any college. However, they achieved the highest importance as shown in table 5.4, where the east province was associated with Kassala Eltegneia. Referring to Figure 4.29.b, we deduced that rule had achieved a low probability (confidence) compared with other rules that associated other provinces with student admissions.

Student admissions were also evaluated against several high schools’ factors. Two extra models were developed: High_Schoo_Major_Sex and Major_Province model. Produced itemsets of both models were shown in table 5.5 in a summarized view. By evaluating results in table 5.5, we observed that the academic major of high school achieved the highest maximum support, whereas the industrial major of high school achieved the lowest minimum support of occurrence. In the achievement of the middle province, the highest maximum support indicated the high level of education in that province; the opposite occurred in the south province. Table 5.5 also shows female students had larger opportunities to get their education compared with male students, which may have happened due to the increasing number of female students over male students in recent years. Implementations of High_Schoo_Major_Sex model generated rules that described the associations between high school major and students’ sex. Generated rules in figure 4.38 shows that the industrial major achieved the highest importance score for male students; it also shows female students were very
interested in studying commercial studies in contrast to male students. Implementations of Major_Province model indicate that the middle province was attractive to a wider range of majors. Figure 4.38 shows how it enforced its appearance among all other provinces; whereas, dependency net views, in figure4.39, shows how it implies other the high school majors.

Throughout that study we developed several data mining models; all of which gave us logical results. However, do we need to determine which model is better? After we evaluated the results generated from our developed models implementations, we also evaluated our developed models for accuracy.

Fortunately, most of our developed models included an evaluation tools. In the contexts of exploring the generated results from data mining process, we argued the accuracy of two models and drew a comparison between them.

To gauge the quality and accuracy of the models, we used some of the Mining Accuracy Chart pane tools such as Profit chart, which performs predictions against our models, and compares the result to data for which we already know the answer. In that task, we used mining model test cases for two created models: Student_province_Model which predict what province student came from, and Student_Sex_Model which predict student’s gender. For measuring the accuracy of the both models, we used a lift chart, shown in figure 5.3 that provided us with a discrete target value to predict for each model. A lift chart always contains a single line for each selected model; that line is often located between other two lines: an ideal line and a random line. As shown in figure 5.3, the ideal line often appears at the top of all other lines on the lift chart. It shows that an ideal line of Student_province_Model would capture 100 percent of the target data using 69 % of the data. This simply implies that 69 percent of the data indicates the desired target. Whereas, the random line appears at the bottom of the lift chart lines which is constantly a 45-degree line across the chart and indicates that if we were to
randomly guess the result for each case, we would capture 50 percent of the target using 50 percent of the data. Luckily, both of our model lines appear above the random line. Hovering model lines around the random guess line indicate that there was not adequate information in the training data to learn patterns about the target.

Using the lift chart instance in Figure 5.3, the Student_province_Model can get about 90% of the target using only 75% of the overall data; whereas the Student_Sex_Model, as shown in Figure 5.4, can get 90% of the target only by using 86% of the data. Therefore, this instance indicates that the Student_province_Model performs better than the Student_Sex_Model.

**Fig.5.3:** The lift chart of the Student_province_Model, where 90% of the target can be captured using 75% of the data.
Through this section, we could present some evaluation factors for most of our practical work in which we evaluated reports that were generated from our developed: OLAP cube, OLAP system, and data mining models created based on using association rules mining algorithm. We evaluated data mining models by three association rules mining techniques: itemsets found, generated rules, and dependency net view. We discussed some results based on the values and percentages provided by our developed data mining models. Through that discussion, we could extract different types of associations related to students’ admissions to Sudanese universities i.e., the associations between students’ college preference and the province where they live, the associations between students’ sex and their high school major’s preference, etc. Furthermore, we evaluated the accuracy of our developed models.
5.3 Conclusions

The objective of this study was to develop a methodology that uses data mining techniques to perform complex analysis tasks on higher education domain. Those analysis tasks were applied on the application and admission processes for students who were admitted in Sudanese universities within the period (2005 - 2009).

In this research, we tried to bring data warehouse environment to higher education domain using two types of its structures; star and snowflakes. The star structure was used to develop several data mining models; whereas the snowflakes structure was used to develop an OLAP system.

Before developing our OLAP system, we developed an OLAP cube through which we could generate several reports about students’ admissions. The reports are often deployed by selecting different dimensions with different measures. Unfortunately, such reports cannot be deployed as stand-alone – application. The solution was to develop an OLAP system as one of our research objectives. Our developed OLAP system was built based on our OLAP cube; it provides a user friendly and single interface where end users can rapidly answer queries such as: what is the maximum scores average of female students?, who live in Khartoum state?, graduated of commercial high school major?, and was admitted in Sudanese universities in 2007. Fortunately, an OLAP has amazing operations such as: slicing, dicing, drilling down, and rolling up, where end users can systematically explore the knowledge space to find out useful knowledge. Therefore, through our developed OLAP system, end users can answer queries containing such operations. They can drill down along the higher education dimension to answer queries such as; what are the scores averages of male students who were admitted in the University of Khartoum, Faculty of Science, and
Department of Physics. The end users will receive a system response in seconds. However, our developed OLAP system smartly enables end users to explore the data flexibly from different dimensions and at multiple abstraction levels; it requires further implementation to achieve full functionality as well as any developed user interface. Nevertheless, it meets most of the required functionality already identified; it also satisfied our objective of developing an OLAP system for end users with no experience of data mining or programming. One of the biggest challenges that higher education faces today is analyzing the huge amount of students’ data. Higher education institutions would like to answer some questions that relate to the application and admission processes such as which students enroll in particular type programs. What types of universities attract more students, etc?

By developing our OLAP system of admissions to Sudanese universities, we could provide the decision makers of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research with information necessary for determining how to enhance the application and admission processes.

Through our developed OLAP system, we could answer queries that have a statistical nature, (Max, Min, Average, etc.), to answer queries that related to studying correlations between items, we developed several data mining–based predictive models. Through these models, we could evaluate and analyze the dominant factors that affect a student’s college preference. Using the association rules mining technique, we determined Predictions by interactions of factors such as province, high school major, student’s sex, etc. We could answer most of our research questions such as: are there any relationships between students’ demographic information such as their higher schools, states, etc. and their strategies for applying to Sudanese universities? Our developed data mining–based predictive models were a combination of OLAP structure with association rules
mining technique to create OLAM models. All our developed OLAM models (OLAP-Mining) were constructed using the SQL Server 2008 software.

Superficially, data-mining models may appear to be unconventional and non-theoretical, but our developed models in this study proved that results were practical, reliable, actionable and, thus, highly desirable to admissions professionals. Due to its practical features, data-mining technology has a lot of potential in higher education in addition to the business world. By providing practical results, the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research researchers can better inform and assist university administrators with data-supported decision making.

Through this work, we evaluated reports generated from our developed: OLAP cube, OLAP system, and data mining models. Furthermore, we also evaluated our developed data mining models in the perspective of accuracy. From the results analysis and data mining models evaluation, we can conclude that data mining techniques are applicable for the cooperative research; association rule mining can be effectively conducted to find the relationships between different factors related to students admissions. It provides a relatively easy way to rapidly identify previously unknown relationships among the attributes within a student cohort dataset. These relationships may provide the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research policy analysts with the necessary information for supporting operational changes in order to enhance higher education institutions. They can build models that predict—with a high degree of accuracy—admissions to Sudanese universities. By acting on these predictive models, higher education institutions can effectively address issues that could limit some admissions problems such as transfers, dropping out, and retention. In general, such enhancements will affect the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of higher education admissions.
In this study, we could explore a major difference between statistical models and data-mining predictive modeling, where classical statistical models do best drawing general conclusions about average and group means; whereas data mining–based predictive models make predictions for individual records using complex sets of rules.

In this study, the research questions are solved by developing an OLAP system and several mining models. We could answer typical questions such as: is there need for all these number of choices?, how many faculty choices qualify a student to be admitted to his/her preferred college?, what percent of choices do students usually fill in the application form in regard to the variation in residential regions? Moreover, we supported that data mining techniques have huge potential benefits in terms of multidimensional analysis and can help to solve Sudan’s education need for skilled analysts.

Those conclusions gave us hints to proffer recommendations and ideas for future research as discussed in the next section.

5.4 Recommendations and future work

Since the beginning of this PhD, in November 2011, the available systematic data were limited to years from 2005 up to 2009. This study included student data of south Sudan despite the separation event because the separation South of Sudan from North was at 2011. We recommend making a similar study that includes data after 2011. That will indicate any effects on education in Sudan resulting from the separation.

The greatest challenge that faces the researchers in Sudan is getting data due to two reasons: most of the available data has not been systemized yet and information security issues.
Results from our developed mining modes seemed to suggest that admitted students did not enroll randomly at the Sudanese universities; their enrollment decision could be predicted. A reasonably large portion of student enrollment could be accurately predicted by several predictive models.

We live in the information age; people need access to information quickly and accurately. As a future endeavor, we recommend to stronger improvements to this system. We recommend developing a web version of the system to be available on the internet for the students in Sudan and abroad.

Traditional data analysis methods became a source of difficulty for many researchers because they expended great efforts with slow process in finding information located in different files. In order to avoid wasting effort and time in such data analysis tasks, we recommend researchers be very keen to deal with data mining techniques. Cost, effort, and time are the most challenging issues facing the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research officers in the processes of application and admissions. The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research can be more cost effective in designing student application forms, directory books, employing extra officers to systemize information on the application forms, and dropping students with unqualified scores. Utilization of data mining will greatly enhance the enrollment processes at the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research.

The development of OLAP systems could have broader application in other sectors in Sudan as well such as: health, law, business, economic, and in particular in the religion sector to rapidly solve some religious conflicts. Our challenges are extensive and using these research techniques only requires the willingness and dedication of researchers to explore each and every possibility.
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